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FOREWORD 
THIS FINAL REPORT IS SUBMITTED TO GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE 
FLIGHT CENTER~ NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION~ BY 
THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (TDC). THIS DOCUMENT 
SERVES AS THE FINAL REPORT OF THE STUDY ENTITLED "COAL CONVERSION 
INDUSTRIAL ApPLICATIONS" UNDER CONTRACT NAS8-33843. TECHNICAL 
DIRECTION FOR THIS STUDY EFFORT WAS PROVIDED BY MR. JOSEPH HAMAKER. 
QUESTIONS OF A TECHNICAL NATURE SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO EITHER 
MR. DENNIS WARREN OR MR. JOSEPH DUNKIN OF TDC AT (205) 837-7762. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
THIS STUDY'S PRIMARY EMPHASIS WAS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
SYNFUELS ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL (SEEM). HOWEVER~ THE MODEL WAS 
UTILIZED FOR ANALYSIS OF THE TVA COAL CONVERSION FACILITIES COST 
AND PRODUCT ECONOMICS. ALSO~ SIX MANWEEKS OF EFFORT WERE DEVOTED 
TO CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITuENT REQUIREMENTS AND NEW INDUSTRY ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS. MAJOR CONCLUSIONS FROM THIS STUDY ARE SHOWN ON THE 
FACING PAGE. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
• MODERATE YEARLY FUTURE ESCALATIONS (~6%) IN CURRENT NATURAL GAS 
PRICES WILL RESULT IN MEDIUM-BTU GAS BECOMING COMPETITIVE WITH 
NATURAL GAS AT THE PLANT BOUNDARY. 
• UTILIZING DRI PRICE PROJECTIONS} lHE ALTERNATE SYNFUEL PRODUCTS} 
EXCEPT FOR ELECTRICITY} WILL BE COMPETITIVE WITH THEIR 
COUNTERPARTS, 
• CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY} UTILIZING MBG} 
Is ECONOMICALLY LESS ATTRACTIVE THAN THE OTHER SYNTHETIC FUELS~ 
GIVEN PROJECTED PRICE RISES IN ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY 
ALTERNATE MEANS. 
• BECAUSE OF THE ESTIMATED NORTHERN ALABAMA SYNFUELS MARKE"f DEMAND~ 
EXISTING CONVENTIONAL FUELS~ INFRASTRUCTURE AND INDUSTRIAL 
SYNFUELS RETROFIT PROBLEMS} A DIVERSITY OF TRANSPORTABLE 
SYNFUELS PRODUCTS SHOULD BE PRODUCED BY THE COAL CONVERSION 
FACILITY. 
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TECHNICAL APPROACH 
THE STUDY OBJECTIVES AND THrEE PRI~,ARY TASKS ARE ILLUSTRATED. 
MAJOR SUBTASKS ARE ALSO DEPICTED 
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Tf 1NICAL PROACH 
STUDY OBJECTIVES TASK 1 
I 
• DEVELOP SYNTHETIC FUELS 
SYNFUEL ECONOMICS MODEL 
f PRODUCT MIX MOD(L • OBTAIN/ExPAND DATA ON SUPPLY 1 I , 
• ANALYZE REGIONAL INDUSTRY -
DEMAND I COST & PRICE , 
i 
BENEFITS • COMPUTERIZE ECONOMIC ESTIt1ATING 
• IDENTIFY CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT 
RELATIONSHIPS 
REQUIREMENTS , .. FORMULATE & ExECUTE SYNFUEL 
PRODUCTION SCENARIOS 
• COMPARE WITH SELLING PRICE OF COMPETING FOSSIL FUELS 
--
TASK 3 TASK 2 
GAS CONST I TUEtn REQU I REr'1ENTS NEW INDUSTRY ENERGY 
• IDENTIFY GAS REQUIREMENTS FOR 
REQUIREMENTS 
SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES • EXAMINE NATIONAL & REGIONAL INDUSTRY GROWTH 
• IDENTIFY NEW LARGE INDUSTRY USERS 
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• DESCRIBE NEW INDUSTRIES BY 
SYNFUEL USE 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE 
THE STUDY PROJECT FOUR-MONTH SCHEDULE, MILESTONES, AND CONTRACT 
MANHOURS ARE SHOWN. AGAIN, THE MAJOR RESOURCES WERE ALLOCATED TO 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYNFUELS ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL. 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE 
CONTRACT 
" 
,:.J 11,~i 
::j 
II 
ITEM ~ - I j i I MANHOURS I 
"ii 
./ 
,. I 
• INITIAL COORDINATION 
MEETING WITH COR 
• SYN~UEL ECONOMICS MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT & ANALYSIS 
• 
• 
NEW INDUSTRY ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS 
IDENTIFICATION OF CUSTOMER 
GAS CONSTITUENT 
REQUIREMENTS 
• OTHER TASKS 
• FINAL BRIEFING AT NASA/MSFC 
• 
• FINAL REPORT PREPARATION 
l 00 • FINAL REPORT DELIVERY· 
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! TASK 1 
SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL (SEEM) 
TASK OBJECTIVE: DESIGN1 CODE 1 EXECUTE, AND DOCUMENT A COMPUTERIZED 
SIMULATION WHICH WILL MoDEL THE FUTURE '~RKETABLE 
SELLING PRICES OF DIFFERENT SYNTHeTIC FUEL PRODUCTS, 
THEIR RESPECTIVE PRODUCTION COSTS, AND THE 
MARGIN FOR PROFIT AVAILABLE ~rOM EACH PRODUCT
1 
IDENTIFY THE MOST ATTRACTIVE SYNF~EL PRODUCTS. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- MATRIX-ORIENTED PROGRAM STRUCTURE -
THE SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MoDEL (SEEM> IS ORIENTED AROUND 
THE CHANGE IN VALUES OF THE ELEMENTS OF CERTAIN MATRICES. THE COSTS 
OF BUILDING AND OPERATING THE PLANT ARE COMPUTE~ IN THE FUNDAMENTAL 
COST MATRIX. PRICES OF FUE~SI SUCH AS NATURAL GAS, WHICH COMPETE 
WITH SYNTHETIC FUELS 1 ARE CALCULATED IN THE COMPETING FUEL PRICE 
t~TRIX. THE QUANTITY OF SYNFUEL WHICH IS MANUFACTURED EACH YEAR IS 
COMPUTED IN THE SYNFUELS SUPPLY MATRIX. THE AMOUNT OF ANNUAL REVENUE 
WHICH WOULD BE GENERATED BY SELLING THE SYNFUELS AT THE MARKET PRICE 
OF THE COMPETING FOSSIL FUEL IS CALCULATED IN THE SYNFUELS REVENUE 
MATRIX. THE CASH FLOW MATRIX T~EN CONTAINS THE REVENUE MINUS COST 1 
ON A YEARLY BASIS~ OF THE PLANT FACILITY OVER THE LIFETIME OF THE 
PLANT. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- MATRiX-ORIENTED PROGPAM ST~UCTURE -
• FCM - FUNDAMENTAL COST ~~TRIX 
• CFP - COMPETING FUEL PRICE MATRIX 
• SSM - SYNFUELS SUPPLIES MATRIX 
• SPM - SYNFUELS PRICE MATRIX 
• SRM - SYNFUELS REVENUE MATRIX 
• CFM - CASH FLOW t~TRIX 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- BASIC PRO~RAM INPUT -
THE BASIC PROGRAM INPUTS INCLUDE T" _~NT CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE I 
THE COSTS OF OPERATING THE PLANT 1 THF .vDUCT TYPE I AND THE QUANTITY 
O~ COAL WHICH IS CONSUMED ON AN AN, uAL BASIS. ESCALATION RAT'~S ARE 
EITHER READ INTO THE PROGRAM OR INTERNALLY GENERATED FOR B01H SYNFUEL 
PRODUCT COSTS AND PRODUCT PRICE: 
THE PROGRAM REQUIRES NUMEROU3 INPUTS IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE 
VARIABLES. HOWEVER 1 ALL OF THE DATA FOR A SAMPLE RUN IS ALREADY 
EMBEDDED WITHIN THE PROGRAM CODE , SO THE PROGRAM CAN BE RUN WITHOUT 
Alfi ADDITIONAL DATA INPUT BY THE USER 1 IF HE DESIRES A SAMPLE Rl!N. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- BASIC PROGRAM INPUT -
• FOR EACH MODULE 
- CONSTRUCTION START 1 STOP 
- OPERATION START 1 STOP 
- CONSTRUCTION COST 
- OPERATING COST 
- COAL COST 
- PRODUCT TYPE 
- PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
- PRODUCT TRANSPORTATION COST 
- COAL QUANTITY 
- ESCALATION RATES 
PREMIUM/SUBSIDY FACTOR 
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• FOR EACH COMPETING FUEL 
- 1980 MARKET PRICE 
- ESCALATION RATES 
• MISCELLANEOUS 
- GENERAL INFLATION RATE 
- NUMBER OF DATA CASES 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATTON MODEL 
- PROGRAM SEQUENLE -
,. ~,If.:~~-
THE COMPUTATIONAL FLOW OF THE PROGRAM PROCEEDS AS FOLLOWS. THE 
YEARLY COSTS OF BUILDING AND OPERATING THE SYNFUEL FACILITY ARE 
rOMPUTED AND PLACED IN THE ELEMENTS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL COST MATRIX 
CFCM). fHE PROJECTED PRICES OF COMPETING FOSSIL FUELS I SUCH AS 
NATURAL GAS I ARE COMPUTED AND PLACED IN THE COMPETING FUEL PRICE 
MATRIX (CFP). NEXT I THE AMOUNTS OF SYNFUELS IN MILLIONS OF BTU's 
WHICH ARE GENERATED BY THE FACILITY ON AN ANNUAL BASIS ARE CALCULATED. 
THE MARKETABLE SELLING PRICE OF THE SYNFUEL DURING EACH YEAR IS FOUND 
BY SETTING THE PRICE OF THE SYNFUEL EQUAL TO THE PRICE OF ITS FOSSIL 
FUEL COUNTERPART. AT THIS POINT I THE PROGRAM TAKES ONE OF TWO 
ALTERNATE PATHS. IF uL = 1"1 THE YEARLY REVENUES OF THE PLANT ARE 
SET EQUAL TO THE YEAR COSTS OF THE PLANT; THIS IS A "YEARLY BREAK-DoWN" 
ANALYSIS. IF"L = 2", THE YEARLY REVENUES ARE SET EQUAL TO THE 
INCOME PRODUCED BY SELLING THE PLANT PRODUCT AT THE MARKETABLE SELLING 
PRICE OF THE COMPETING FOSSIL FUEL. AFTER THIS STEP, A LEVELIZED 
REVENUE (COST) VALUE IS COMPUTED TO OBTAIN A LEVELIZED $/MMBTU NUMBER. 
THIS NUMBER IS UTILIZED AS A SINGLE FIGURE OF MERIT TO DESCRIBE THE 
ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE ECONOMICS OF THE SYNFUEL FACILITY. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION r10DEL 
- PROGRAM SEQUENCE -
-
----...... 
START 
- I ---
I SET YEARLY 
1 COMPUTE REVENUES 
. 'I FCM No SRM " YEARLY .EQ. MATRIX 
COST MATRIX MARKET j REVENUES 
--
-
YES 
..L-
COMPUTE 
CFP SET YEARLY I SR/1 COMPETING 
MATR IX REVENUES .EQ. MATRIX FUEL PRICES YEARLY COST 
COMPUTE SSM 
COMPUTE SYNFUEL MATRIX 
LEVELIZED SUPPLIES 
REVENUE 
I I 
-OToD 
COMPUTE 
SPM 
COMPUTE SYNFUEL MATRIX I $/MMBTU PRICES 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATTON MODEL 
- BASIC PROGRAM OUTPUT -
THE BASIC OUTPUT OF THE Sy' FUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL IS THE 
ANNUAL PLANT CONSTRUCTION AND Of'ERATING COSTS" THE REVENUES GENERATED 
BY SELLING THE SYNFUEL PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET AND THE NET CASH FLOW 
OF THE PLANT. As A SINGLE FIGURE OF MERIT" THE LEVELIZED REVENUE" 
WHICH IS EQUAL TO THE LEVELl ZED COST OF THE PLANT OVER ITS LIFE CYCLE" 
IS ALSO OUTPUT. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- BASIC PROGRAM OUTPUT -
- , 
e By YEAR • SUMMARY OUTPUT 
- PLANT CeSTS 
- LEVELIZED INFLATED REVENUE 
- SYNFUEL SUPPLIES 
- LEVELIZED INFLATED $/MMBTU 
- COMPETING FUEL PR!CES 
- LEVELIZED REVENUE (1980 DOLLARS) 
- SYNFUEL PRICES 
- LEVELIZED $/MMBTU (1980 DOLLARS) 
- SYNFUEL REVENUES 
- NET CASh FLOW 
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SYNFUEL ECONar: : EVALUAT I ON MODEL 
- BASIC PROGRAM MODELING CAPABILITIES -
THIS CHART ILLUSTRATES SOT-iE OF THE BASIC MODELING CAPABILITIES 
OF THE SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUA:ION MODEL. THE DARK DOTS BY THE 
NUMBERS INDICATE THOSE SENSITIVITY STUDIES WHICH WERE PERFORMED DURING 
THIS CONTRACT. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATIO~ MODEL 
- BASIC PROGRAM MODELING CAPABILITIES -
! 
, I j (1) DIFFERENT CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE3 (13) DIFFERENT SYNFUEL PRODUCTS ~ • • I (2) DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES (14) TRANSPORTATION COSTS OF SYNFUELS , 
• (3) DELAYS IN CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION (15) DIFFERENTIAL RATES OF INFLATION 
(4) COST OF CONSTRUCTION FUNDS~ RAW (16) YEARLY PLANT COSTS 
MATERIALS~ & OPERATION & (17) YEARLY PLANT REVENUES 
MAINTENANCE (18) YEARLY PRODUCTION QUANTITIES 
(5) DIFFERENT TYPES OF COALS 
• '(19) DIFFERENT PROCESS EFFICIENCIES 
• (6) PROJECTED FUTURE PRICES OF (20) CROSS-OVER OF PRODUCTION COST & COMPETING FUELS • MARKET PRICE 
• (7) PART I AL PLANT COMPLET I O;~ (21) SINGLE OR MULTIPLE MODULE • (8) PARTIAL PLANT OPERATION EVALUATION 
(9) SYNFUEL PRODUCTION COSTS (22) LEVELIZED EXPENSE STREAMS 
(10) SYNFUEL SELLING PRICES (23) LEVELIZED REVENUE STREAMS 
(11) MARKET PRICE PRHlIUMS/DISCOUNTS (24) LEVELIZED PRODUCT COST - S/MMBTU 
~ (12) NON-UNIFORM ESCALATION RATES • LEVELIZED PRODUCT PRICE - $/MMBTU 
I (25) I I I 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- MODEL ASSUMPTIONS -
SOME OF THE FUND~~ENTAL UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS WHICH ARE PRESENTLY 
INCORPORATED IN THE SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL ARE SHOWN ON 
THIS CHART. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATIO'~ MODEL 
- MODEL ASSUMPTIONS -
~,~ ',t 
• DESIGNED TO SUPPORT PARAMETRIC SYNFUELS FACILITY ANALYSIS 
• TVA MODULE SCHEDULES & ECONOMIC GUIDELINES 
• No TAX OR DEBT/EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS 
• EACH MODULE WILL HAVE 90% OPERATING CAPACITY 
• SYNFUELS PRICES CAN INCLUDE SUBSIDIES AND PREMIUMS 
• COMPETING FUEL PRICES BASED ON DRI PROJECTIONS 
• SYNFUELS TRANSPORTATION COST CONSIDERED 
• ESCALATION RATES BASED ON TVA & DRI PROJECTIONS 
• PROGRAM OUTPUT IN THEN YEAR DOLLARS AND 1980 PRESENT VALUE 
• CASH FLOWS DISBURSED AT BEGINNING OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR 
• INFLATION AND INTEREST EXPENSE CONSIDERED DURING CONSTRUCTION 
20 
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SYN~UEL ECONOM! EVALUATION MODEL 
- TEST CASE ~SSUMPTIONS -
FOR PURPOSES OF ILLUSTRATING THE CAPABILITIES AND OUTPUT OF THE 
SYNFUELS ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODELl THE TEST CASE DATA WHICH IS SHOWN 
ON THIS CHART WAS INPUT INTO THE SIMULATION. ALL OF THE BASIC 
CAPITAL COST AND OPERATING COSTS ESTIMATES WHICH WERE INPUT TO THE 
MODEL IN THIS STUDY WERE OBTAINED FROM ESTIMATES PRODUCED FOR NASAlMSFC 
BY THE BDM CORPORATION AND THE MITTELHAUSER CORPORATION. 
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SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
- TEST CASE ASSUMPTIONS -
• KOPPERS-ToTZEK GASIFIERS 
• TOTAL CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION COST = Sl.8 BILLION DOLLARS (1980 DOLLARS) 
FOR FOUR-MoDULE MBG PLANT 
• INTEREST RATE ON CONSTRUCTION LOAN IS 12% 
• COAL COST = $30/ToN (1980 DOLLARS) 
• THE FOUR MODULES BECOME OPERATIONAL IN 19851 1986, 19871 AND 
1988 RESPECTIVELY 
• EACH MODULE HAS A TWENTY-YEAR OPERATIONAL LIFE 
• PRICES OF COMPETING FOSSIL FUELS ARE BASED ON MARKET 
PROJECTIONS BY ~jTA RESOURCES 1 , INC. (DRI) 
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COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT-SUMMARY SCHEDULE 
THIS CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE WAS UTILIZFY .~ THE NOMINAL SCHEDULE 
FOR MODULE CONSTRUCTION IN ALL OF THE DAT .HICH Will BE PRESENTED IN 
THIS REPORT. 
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FOUR-MODULE SYNFUEL FACILITIES COST 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT THE TOTAL COST 1 IN INFLATED DOLLARS 1 OF 
BUILDING THE BASIC FOUR-MODULE MBG PLANT IS APPROXIMATELY 2.25 
BILLION DOLLARS. 
THIS FIGURE ALSO ILLUSTRATES THAT THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF 
PRODUCING ADD-O~ EQUIPMENT TO THE BASIC FOUR-MODULE MBG FACILITY IS 
WITHIN APPROXIMATELY ONE BILLION DOLLARS OF BUILDING THE MBG FACILITY
1 
ASSUMING THE SAME CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE FOR THE MODULES. 
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YEARLY REVENUE FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
THE LARGEST ANNUAL REVENUE IS GENERATED BY THE SALE OF MEDIUM-BTU 
GAS. REVENUE FROM THE SALE OF HYDROGEN IS ALMOST EQUAL TO THAT OF 
THE MBG PRODUCT. ELECTRICITY GENERATED AT THE COAL CONVERSION FACILITY, 
UTILIZING FUEL CELLS} GENERATES THE LEAST REVENUE BECAUSE IT IS 
ASSUMED THAT THIS ELECTRICITY IS SOLD AT THE SAME RATES AS ELECTRICITY 
FROM OTHER SOURCES. THESE FUTURE RATES ARE PROJECTED TO BE LOWER 
THAN NG RATES. 
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YEARLY REVENUE FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG 
SYNFUELS FACILITY COSTS 
THIS CHART SHOWS THAT IN THE TEST CASE~ THE LARGEST COST DRIVER 
OVER THE SYNFUEL PLANT LIFE CYCLE COST IS THE COST OF COAL. THE 
SECOND LARGEST COST DRIVER IS THE O&M COSTS (EXCLUDING COAL) AND THE 
THIRD LARG~~T DRIVER IS PAYBACK OF THE CONSTRUCTION LOAN PLUS INTEREST 
ON THIS LOAN. 
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FOUR-MoDULE MBG 
SYNFUELS FACILITY COSTS 
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, ~ YEARLY SYNFUEL PRODUCTION COSTS 
FOR FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THAT CENTRAL SITE FUEL CELL GENERATION 
OF ELECTRICITY HAS THE HIGHEST ANNUAL PRODUCTION COST. MEDIUM-BTU 
GAS (MBG) HAS THE LOWEST ANNUAL PRODUCT COST. 
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YEARLY SYNFUEL PRODUCTION COSTS 
FOR FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
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EFFECT OF PARTIAL PLANT 
COMPLETION ON MBG PRODUCT COST 
IF PLANT CONSTRUCTION WAS TO CEASE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE 
FIRST MODULE J THEN THIS FIGURE INDICATES THAT THE MAXIMUM INCREASE 
IN PRODUCT COST J ON A DOLLAR PER MILLION BTU BASIS J WOULD BE APPROXI-
MATELY 1 $/MMBTU. 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG PLANT 
SYNFU r REVENUE 
THIS REVENUE IS ASSUMED TO BE GENERATED BY SELLING ALL OF THE 
PLANT'S OUTPUT AT THE PREVAILING PRICE 1 ON A $/MMBTU BASIS 1 OF 
NATURAL GAS. THE MAXIMUM YEARLY GENERATED REVENUE IS APPROXIMATELY 
20 BILLION DOLLARS. 
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FL ~-MODULE MUG "'~NT 
NET CASH FI.OH 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES TWI KEY POINTS ':ONCERNING THE YEARLY 
NET CASH FLOW or THE MBG PLANT} AFTER THE PLANT STARTS OPERATING. 
THE FIRST POINT IS THAT THE YEArlY NET CASH FlOW I AFTER THE START 
OF OPERATION I IS ALWAYS POSITIV~, SECONDlY I THE MAGNITUDE OF THE 
CASH FLOW IS VERY LARGE, PEAKINr. OUT AT APPROXIMATELY 15 BILLION 
DOLLARS PER YEAR. T HIS LARGE p(: SIT I VE CASH FLOW I S A CONSEQUENCE 
OF: (1) ASSUMING THAll ON A S/r'~;BTU BASIS, THE r1BG CAN BE SOLD AT 
THE SAME PRICE AS THE PREVAILING NATURAL GAS PRICES; ANDI 
(2) ASSUMING THAT FUTURE NATURAL GAS PRICES WILL ESCALATE AT THE 
RATES PREDICTED BY DATA RESOURCES} INC. 
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FOUR-MODULE ~1BG _niH 
YEARLY FACILIT!~S COST 
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THE ANNUAL COST OF OPERA~ ~ THE MBG FACILITY PEAKS OUT AT 
APPROXIMATELY 4 BILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR. 
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EFFECT OF YEf f" I O&M COSTS ON 
COS JF MBG 
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE OVERALL COST OF MEDIUM-BTU GAS TO CHANGES 
IN THE COST OF OPERATING AND MflINTAINING THE GASIFICATION FACILITY 
IS ANALYZED IN THIS FIGURE. TI E YEARLY O&M COSTS ARE IN 1980 DOLLARS. 
FROM THE FIGURE 1 THE FOLLOWING FORMULAS CAN BE DERIVED: 
CHANGE IN O&M COSTS ~(OM) = 100 - 10 = 90 
(IN MILLIONS OF 1980 DOLLARS) 
CHANGE IN OVERALL COSTS = ~C = 13 - 7 = 6 $/MMBTU 
~C/ ~(OM) = -~ 
90 = 
,06667 
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EFFECT OF YEARLY O&M COSTS ON 
COST OF r·1BG 
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EFFECT OF PARTIAL PLANT 
COMPLETION ON MBG PRODUCT COST 
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE OVERALL MBF ,vUCT COST TO PARTIAL 
PLANT COMPLETION IS ANALYZED HERE. T _ iFFECT OF COMPLETING ONLY 
ONE MODULE I INSTEAD OF THE ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED FOUR MODULES
1 
IS 
TO RAISE THE COST OF THE MBG 1 ON A LEVELIZED $/MMBTU BASIS
1 
FROM 
APPROXIMATELY $4.75 TO APPROXIMATELY $5.17. 
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EFFECT OF PARTIAL PLANT 
COMPLETION ON SYNFUEL COST 
THE EFFECT OF COMPLETING ONLY ONE MODULE~ INSTEAD OF THE 
ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED FOUR MODULES~ FOR MBG AND THE ALTERNATE SYNFUEL 
PRODUCTS CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY} IS SHOWN IN THIS FIGURE. ON A 
$/MMBTU BASIS} THE EFFECT IS APPROXIMATELY Sl/MMBTU OR LESS LEVELIZED 
IN ALL CASES. 
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ELECTRICITY 
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FOUR-~~DULE MBG PLANT 
SYNFUEL PRICE 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THE RAPID INCREASE IN THE MARKETABLE 
SELLING PRICE OF MBG IF: (1) IT IS ASSUMED TO SELL AT EXACTLY THE 
SAME PRICE (ON A $/MMBTU BASIS) AS NATURAL GAS; ANDI (2) THE FUTURE 
PRICE INCREASES IN NATURAL GAS ARE BASED ON RECENT PROJECTIONS BY 
DATA RESOURCES I INC. 
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FOUR-MODULE M~r PLANT 
SYNFUEL PROnlJr: I tON COST 
THE YEARLY ANNUAL COST OF PHODUCING MBG RISES FROM APPROXIMATELY 
10 S/MMBTU <IN IN~LATED DOLLARS) TO SLIGHTLY OVER 40 $/MMBTU DURING 
THE LIFETIME OF THE PLANT. THIS COST INCREASE IS CAUSED BY ESCALATION 
IN COAL COSTS AND ~THER O&M C05T5 1 SUCH AS IMPORTED ELECTRICITY. 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG PLANT 
YEARLY SYNFUEL SUPPLIES 
~ 
ASSUMING THAT THE MBG FROM THIS PLANT IS PRODUCED BY KOPPERS-
TOTZEK GASIFIERS 1 THENI AFTER ALL FOUR MODULES ARE OPERATINGI THE 
YEARLY OUTPUT OF MBGI IN BILLIONS OF BTUI IS APPROXIMATELY 
101 TRILLION BTU's PER YEAR. 
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SENSITIVITY OF LOAN PAVr1ENTS TO INTEREST RATES 
FOUR-MODULE MBG PLANT 
THIS FIGURE INDICATES THAT YEARLY DEBT REPAYMENTS INCREASE FROM 
250 MILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR TO APPROXIMATELY 525 MILLION DOLLARS 
PER YEAR IF THE INTEREST RATES ON THE BORROWED MONEY INCREASE FROM 
8% A YEAR TO 16% A YEAR. 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO DELAYS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
FOR FOUR-MODULE FACILITY 
ONE PARAMETER OF INTEREST IS THE "FIRST YEAR MBG PRODUCT COST II 
BECAUSE IT IS DESIRED THAT THIS COST OF PRODUCTION BE AT A LEVEL 
THAT WOULD ALLOW THE PRODUCT TO BE SOLD AT A MARKET PRICE AT WHICH 
A FINANCIAL LOSS WOULD NOT BE SUSTAINED. THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT 
THE FIRST YEAR PRODUCT COST} IN INFLATED DOLLARS 1 RISES FROM APPROXI-
MATELY $9.30 PER MMBTU TO SIS/MMBTUI IF THE INITIAL START OF PLANT 
CONSTRUCTION IS DELAYED FOR FIVE YEARS. THIS ASSUMES AN 8% ANNUAL 
INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION COSTS. 
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SE~SITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO DELAYS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
FOR FOUR-MODULE FACILITY 
9 ~. ______ -+ ______ -+ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~_ 
o 1 2 3 4 5 
DELAY IN START OF CONSTRUCTION (YEARS) 
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SENSITIVITY OF FOUR-MODULE ~1BG 
FACILITY TO DELAYS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THAT THE CONSTRUCTION COST OF A FOUR-
MODULE MBG FACILITY 1 IN INFLATED DOLLARS 1 INCREASES FROM APPROXIMATELY 
2.2 BILLION DOLLARS TO 3.2 BILLION DOLLARS IF CONSTRUCTION IS DELAYED 
FOR FIVE YEARS. THIS ASSUMES AN 8% ANNUAL INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION 
COSTS. 
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SENSITIVITY OF CUMULATIVE 
NET CASH FLOW TO OVERALL 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES SEVERAL IMPORTANT FEATURES ABOUT THE LIFE CYCLE ECONOMICS 
OF THE FOUR-MODULE MBG FACILITY. SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS ARE SUMMARIZED BELOW: 
(1) A DROP IN CONVERSION EFFICIENCY FROM 90% TO 70% RESULTS IN A LOSS OF 
APPROXIMATELY 75 BILLION DOLLARS OVER THE LIFETIME OF THE PLANT OR 
APPROXIMATELY 33% (75 BJLLJON/225 BILLION) OF THE "PROFIT" OF THE PLANT. 
(2) SINCE THE MBG IS ASSUMED TO BE SOLD AT EXTREMELY HIGH PROJECTED NATURAL 
GAS PRICES (BASED ON PROJECTIONS BY DATA RESOURCES~ INC.)~ THE CONVERSION 
EFFICIENCY AT WHICH THE LIFE CYCLE qEVENUES EQUAL THE LIFE CYCLE COSTS 
(THE BREAK-EVEN POINT) IS VERY LOW~ APPROXIMATELY 15% (SEE POINT PION 
THE FIGURE). 
(3) IF THE CONVERSION EFFICIENCY WAS ZER01 THEN THIS POINT GIVES THE LIFE 
CYCLE COSTS OF OPERATING THE PLANT. THIS IS POINT P2 ON THE FIGURE
1 AND WE SEE THAT THE LIFE CYCLE COSTS OF OPERATING THIS MBG FACILITY IS 
APPROXIMATELY 50 BILLION DOLLARS (IN INFLATED DOLLARS), 
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SENSITIVITY OF CUMULATIVE 
NET CASH FLOW TO OVERALL 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY 
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POTENTIAL COAL-DERIVED SYNFUEL PRODUCTS 
THE SIX (6) PRODUCTS ON THIS CHART ARE THE ONES WHICH WERE 
ANALYZED IN THIS STUDY UTILIZING THE SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION 
MODEL (SEEM). 
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POTENTIAL COAL-DERIVED SYNFUEL PRODUCTS 
(1) MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG) 
(2) SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS (SNG) 
(3) METHANOL 
(4) GASOLINE 
(5) HYDROGEN 
(6) FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY 
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PROCESS - PRODUCT - SYNFUELS - TRANSPORTATION 
THIS CHART ILL~STRATES THAT DIFFERENT GASIFICATION PROCESSES, 
SUCH AS KOPPERS-ToTZEK, TEXACO, AND BABCOCK & WILCOX, CAN ALL BE 
UTILIZED TO PRODUCE MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG). THIS MBG CAN IN TURN BE 
CONVERTED INTO MANY OTHER USEFUL PRODUCTS, SUCH AS METHANOL, GASOLINE, 
ETC. 
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SYNFUELS TRANSPf'RTATIOn 
SHORT PIPLINE 
BARGE OR 
TRUCK 
ELECTRICAL GRID 
PIPELINE 
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SYNFUELS SCENARIOS 
THIS CHART ILLUSTRATES SOME OF THE POTENTIAL PRODUCTS WHICH THE 
VARIOUS MODULES OF THIS COAL GASIFICATION FACILITY COULD PRODUCE. 
ADDITIONALLY 1 POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS FOR THE MODULE OUTPUTS ARE SHOWN~ 
AS WELL AS PRODUCT TRANSPORTATION MODES. 
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r.ODULE/PRODUCT CUSTCf1ER TRAtlSPORT~.TION I' 
t 
t --; 
1. MBG PIPELINE COMPANY SHORT PIPELINE 
I 2. MBG CHEMICAL COMPANY SHORT PIPELINE 
~. 3. MBG NORTHER~ ALA. INDUSTRIES PIPELINE I 
4. FUEL CELL TVA ELECTRICAL GRID 
ELECTRICITY 
1. MEG NORTHERr~ ALA. INDUSTRIES PIPEL;:~E 
2. MBG " " " " 
3. SNG PIPELINE COMPANY SHORT PIPELINE 
4. SNG " " II II 
I 
1. HBG i I NDUSTR I ES I N SOUTH EXTENSIVE 
2. MEG t CENTRAL TENN. & NORTHEPN ALA. PIPELINES 
3. MEG I & NORTHERN ALA~ 
4. MEG 1 
; 
..0 
..0 
1. r'tETHt.NOL ; I NDUSTR I ES BARGE OR TRUCK 
I 2. r~ETHANOL " 
i 3. GASOLINE : GASOLINE DISTRIBUTOR BARGE 
4. GASOLINE I " " . i 
1. r'ffiG INDUSTRIES PIPELINE 
2. r1BG " II 
3. HYDROGEN " II 
4. HYDROGEN " " 
1. FUEL CELL TVA E~ECTRICAL GRID 
2. " " 
3. " " 
4. " " 
1. SNG PIPELINE COMPANY SHORT PIPELINE 
2. " " " " " ~ = 
3. " " II " " 
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4. " " " " " 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG VERSUS GASOLINE 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THAT FROM THE STANDPOINT OF "PROFIT"I 
THAT IS} PRICE MINUS COST} MBG AND SYNTHETIC GASOLINE ARE APPROXI-
MATELY EQUIVALENT. THAT IS} THE DELTA DIFFERENCE 1 ON A $/MMBTU 
BASIS} BETWEEN THE r1BG COST AND PRICE CURVES IS ABOUT THE SAME AS 
BETWEEN THE GASOLINE COST AND PRICE CURVES. HOWEVER 1 TWO CAVEATS 
SHOULD BE NOTED WHEN INTERPRETING THESE CURVES: 
(1) ~1BG PIPELINF. AND USER RETROFIT COSTS HAVE NOT 
BEEN CONSIDERED. 
(2) THE QUANTITY OF BTU's PRODUCED BY AN MBG PLANT 
IS MUCH HIGHER THAN THE QUANTITY PRODUCED BY 
A GASOLINE PLANT OF SIMILAR SIZE. 
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FOUR-~10DULE MBG VERSUS r'1ETHANOL 
THIS CHART COMPARES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF MBG AND METHANOL 
WHEN BOTH ARE PRODUCED BY A 20}000 TON PER DAY COAL CONVERSION 
FACILITY. IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE} THE METHANOL} ON A $/MMBTU BASIS} 
COSTS MORE TO PRODUCE THAN MBG WHILE IT SELLS FOR LESS. 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG VERSUS HYDROGEN 
THIS FIGURE COMPARES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF A 20~000 TON 
PER DAY ~mG PLANT WITH A PLANT WHICH UTILIZES THE SAME AMOUNT OF 
COAL TO PRODUCE PURE HYDROGEN. IN THIS CASE, THE HYDROGEN COSTS 
MORE TO PRODUCE BUT IT IS ALSO ASSUMED TO SELL AT A PREMIUM TO 
NATURAL GAS BECAUSE IT IS A "CLEANER" FUEL, PRODUCING NO CO2 DURING 
COMBUSTION AND ALSO BECAUSE IT COULD BE UTILIZED AS A CHEMICAL 
FEEDSTOCK WITHOUT FURTHER CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION. THUS, THE 
RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF THE r'1BG AND HYDROGEN FACILITY APPEAR TO BE 
APPROXIMATELY EQUALLY ATTRACTIVE. (IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE RELATIVE 
DEMAND FOR THESE PRODUCTS BY THE USER COMMUNITY IS NOT EXAMINED 
HERE.) 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG VERSUS SNG 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF A FOUR-MODULE 
COAL CONVERSION FACILITY WHICH PRODUCES MEDIUM-BTU GAS VERSUS A 
FACILITY WHICH PRODUCES SUBSTITUTE NATURAL GAS (SNG). IT IS ASSUMED 
HERE THAT BOTH MBG AND SNG ~/ILL SELL ON THE SAME S/MMBTU BASIS AS 
NATURAL GAS. A COMPARISON OF CURVE 2 AND CURVE 4 SHOWS THAT SNG 
COSTS MORE THAN MBG TO PRODUCT ON A S/MMBTU BASIS. HOWEVER~ WHAT IS 
NQI SHOWN IN THE FIGURE IS THE FACT THAT THERE ARE VERY SMALL PIPE-
LINE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH DISTRIBUTING SNG INTO THE EXISTING 
PIPELINE SYSTEM AND~ MORE IMPORTANTLY} THERE ARE NO USER RETROFIT COSTS 
WHEN SNG IS PRODUCED INSTEAD OF MBG. OF COURSE} THERE WOULD BE NO 
RETROFIT COSTS FOR ANY ~ INDUSTRIES THAT WERE BUILT SOLELY TO 
UTILIZE THE MEG FROM THIS PLANT. 
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FOUR-MODULE MBG VERSUS ELECTRICITY 
THIS FIGURE EXAMINES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF A FOUR-MODULE 
COAL CONVERSION FACILITY VERSUS A FACILITY WHICH UTILIZES COAL TO 
PRODUCE A GAS TO FEED TO FUEL CELLS 1 LOCATED AT THE COAL CONYERSION 
FACILITYI WHICH WOULD THEN PRODUCE ELECTRICITY TO INSERT IN THE 
TVA ELECTRICAL GRID NETWORK. THE WASTE HEAT FROM THESE FUEL CELLS 1 
IN THIS EXAMPLE 1 HAS NQI BEEN UTILIZED IN ANY SORT OF COGENERATION 
MODE. ANOTHER VERY IMPORTANT ASSUMPTION IN THIS CASE IS THAT THE 
ELECTRICITY CAN BE SOLD ONLY AT LOW PROJECTED RATES, THESE RATES 
ARE ASSUMED TO INCREASE SLOWLY IN FUTURE YEARS. 
GIVEN ALL OF THE ABOVE ASSUMPTIONS 1 THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF 
A FOUR-MODULE MBG PLANT VERSUS A FOUR-MODULE FUEL ELECTRICITY PLANT 
CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS. THE MARKETABLE SELLING PRICE OF THE 
FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY IS ALWAYS BELOW ITS PRODUCTION COST; RESULTING 
IN A CLEARLY UNECONOMICAL SITUATION. ADDITIONALLY 1 THE FOUR-MODULE 
MBG FACILITY IS CLEARLY THE FACILITY OF CHOICE IN THIS SPECIFIC CASE. 
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LOSS OF REVENUE INCURRED BECAUSE OF 
PLANT DOWN-TIf'£ 
- FOUR-MoDULE MBG PLANT -
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THE IMPACT OF DOWN-TIME (LOSS OF 
MODULE PRODUCTION) DURING THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF PLANT OPERATION. 
AN EXAMPLE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS FIGURE IS AS FOLLOWS. IF 
THE DOWN-TIME (FOR ALL OPERATING MODULES) is 20% PER YEAR, THEN AT 
THE END OF THE FIFTH YEAR (YEAR 5) OF OPERATION, THE PLANT IS 
LOSING APPROXIMATELY 750 MILLION DOLLARS PER YEAR IN POTENTIAL REVENUE. 
(THIS INCOME WOULD BE REALIZED IF ALL MODULES HAD BEEN OPERATING 
100% OF THE TIME, INSTEAD OF BEING DOWN 20% OF THE TIME,) 
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DELTA COST HICREASE IN MBG PRODUCT 
BECAUSE OF PLANT DO~:N-TIME 
- FOUR-MoDULE MBG PLANT -
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THE JNCREHENTAL1 OR DELTAI COST ADDED TO THE 
MBG PkODUCT COST BECAUSE THE PLANT IS NOT OPERATING AT 100% OF 
CAPACITY. FOR EXAMPLE, THE INCREMENTAL COST ADDED TO THE BASIC MaS 
PRODUCT COST
1 
,F THE PLANT OPERATES WITH 20% DOWN-TIME (50% OF CAPACITY)I 
IN THE FIFTr. . L .R OF OPERATION IS APPROXIMATELY S3/MMBTU IN INFLATED 
DOLLARS. 
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DELTA COST INCREASE IN MBG PRODUCT 
BECAUSE OF PLANT DOWN-TIME 
- FOUR-nODULE MBG PlA:n -
, I I I 
YEAR 5 
YEAR LJ 
YEAR 3 
YEARS 1 & 2 
5 10 15 20 
DOWN-TIME (% OF FU~L-TIME OPERATION) 
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NET CASH FLOW FOR FOUR-MODULE FUEL CELL PLANT 
THIS r!GURE ILLUSTRATES THAT THE NET CASH FLOW (REVENUES MINUS 
COST) FOR CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY, USING COAL GAS AND 
SELLING THE ELECTRICITY AT PROJECTED TVA RATES , IS NEGATIVE FOR EVERY 
YE~~ OF PLANT OPERATION. ON THE OTHER HAND, USING DRI PROJECTED 
NATURAL GAS PRICES, THE N~T CASH FLOW FOR AN MBG PLANT OF THE SAME 
SIZE IS POSITIVE FOR EVERY YEAR OF OPERATION. 
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MBG MARKET ECONOMICS WITH 
5% ANNUAL INCREASE IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THATJ GIVEN THE CURRENT HIGH PRICES OF 
NATURAL GAS AND DRI PROJECTED PRICE INCREASES J THENJ IF NATUPAL GAS 
PRICES INCREASE AT 5% A YEAR COMPOUNDED J BY 1996 THE MBG PRODUCTION 
COST J ON A $/MMBTU BASIS J WILL EQUAL THE SELLING PRICE; I,E" BREAK-
EVEN WILL HAVE OCCURRED. 
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MBG r'ARKET ECONOMICS WITH 
0% ANNUAL INCREASE IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES GRAPHICALLY THE IMPORTANCE OF MARKET 
PRICES OF COMPETING FUELS} IN THIS CASE NATURAL GAS} ON THE ECONOMIC~ 
OF A SYNFUELS PLANT. GIVEN THE OBVIOUSLY THEORETICAL SCENARIO WHERE 
NATURAL GAS PRICES DO NOT INCREASE IN THE FUTURE} ~LATED TERMS} 
THEN THE YEARLY MBG PRODUCT COST IS ALWAY~ HIGHER THAN ITS SELLING 
PRICE} AND THE MBG MUST BE SOLD AT PREMIUM PRICES OF UP TO $2.S0/MMBTU 
OVER THE PRICE OF NATURAL GAS (IN 1980 DOLLARS)} ~ST FOR THE MBG PLANT 
TO BREAK EVEN. 
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YEARLY 
PRODUCTION 
COST 
YEARLY 
MBG 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG 
TO ANNUAL INCREASES IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE ILLU~TRATES THAT, GIVEN THE CURRENT HIGH PRICES 
OF NATURAL GAS AS A BASE, THESE NATURAL GAS PRICES NEED INCREASE AT 
AN ANNUAL COMPOUNDED RATE OF ABOUT 6.5% FOR OUR MBG PLANT TO 
BREAK EVEN AFTER 20 YEARS OF OPERATION. (IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT 
UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES, THE PLANT WOULD SUFFER HUGE OPERATING 
LOSSES DURING ITS EARLY YEARS OF OPERATION.) 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG 
TO AimUAL INCREASES IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
*r1BG PLANT COSTS Do NOT INCLUDE 
ANY PIPELINE OR RETROFIT COSTS 
CROSS-OVER 
POINT 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO THE COST OF CAPITAL 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THATI OYER THE LIFETIME OF THE PLANT 1 THE MBG 
PRODUCT COST IS RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO WHETHER THE INTEREST RATE 
ON BORROWED CAPITAL IS 9% OR 16%. THE REASON FOR THIS INSENSITIVITY 
IS THAT INTEREST PAYMENTS ARE ONLY A ~~ FRACTION OF THE TOTAL 
PRODUCT COST. THE MAJOR ON-GOING CONTRIBUTORS TO PRODUCT COST ARE 
COAL COSTS AND O&M ceSTS. 
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SENSITIVITY OF ~1BG YEARLY REVENUES 
TO PARTIAL PLANT COMPLETION 
"'"""f " Af4'4 '., .• W 5, ?W pc ,~. ... -I' 
1 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THE IMPACT ON THE MAGNITUDE OF YEARLY 
REVENUE If PLANT CONSTRUCTION IS STOPPED AFTER EITHER IJ 2J 3 OR 
4 MODULES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. 
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SENSITiVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO EFFiCIENCY OF THE PROCESS 
I, .1\l~'~llIIIR""'i 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS T~AT THE MBG PRODUCT COST GOES UP EXPONENTIALLY 
IF OVERALL MB(; CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (FROM THE RAW COAL) DROPS BELOW 
APPROXIMATELY 50%. 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBr, PRODUCT COST 
TO COAL COST ESTIMATES 
II ;'.~',~I 
--
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THE SENSITIVITY OF THE MBG PRODUCT COST 1 IN 
LEVELIZED 1980 $/MMBTU J TO VARIATIONS IN THE COST OF COAL FROM 
$101TON TO $SO/TON, 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO O&M COST ESTIMATES 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THE SENSITIVITY OF THE MBG PRODUCT COST~ IN 
LEVELIZED 1980 DOLLARS 1 TO VARIATION IN INITIAL OPERATIONAL COSTS 
OF FROM 50% (40 MILLION/160 MILLION) TO 300% (240 MILLION/SO MILLION) 
OF THE NOMINAL 80 MILLION DOLLAR OPERATING COST OF THE PLANT. 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST TO 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THATI OYER THE LIFETIME OF THE PLANI 1 THE MBG 
PRODUCT COST IS RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO A VARIATION IN INITIAL 
CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES OF FROM 50% (1 BILLION/2 BILLION) TO 200% 
(4 BILLION/2 BILLION) OF THE NOMINAL $2 BILLION COST OF THE PLANT. 
THE VARIATION IN LEVELIZED 1980 $/MMBTU IS ONLY FROM $4.25 TO 
$6.5 PER MILLION BTU. 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO CONSTRUCT ION COST EST H1ATES 
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ONE-MODULE SYNFUEL FACILITIES COST 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT THE INFLATED COST OF THE FIRST MODULE OF 
THE FOUR-MODULE FACILITY RANGES FROM APPROXIMATELY 600 MILLION DOLLARS 
TO 850 MILLION DOLLARS I ASSUMING THE SAME NOMINAL SCHEDULE I IF THE 
CHOIr.E OF MBG AND ALTERNATE PRODUCTS SHOWN IS EXAMINED. IT SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT THE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS ARE ASSUMED TO BE PRODUCED BY 
"ADDING ON" TO THE ORIGINAL MBG MODULE. THEREFORE 1 THE MBG MODULE IS 
THE LOWEST COST MODULE IN THIS SITUATION. 
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EFFECT OF DOWN-TIME ON ~BG COST 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT DOWN-TIME (LOSS OF MODULE PRODUCTION) 
CAN SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE COST OF PRODUCTION OF MBG. FOR EXAMPLE, 
WITH A 20% DOWN-TIME RATE, BY THE END OF THE FIFTH YEAR OF PLANT 
OPERATION, THE MBG IS SELLING AT A PRODUCT COST OF OVER S16/MMBTU 
(IN INFLATED DOLLARS), VERSUS A PRODUCT OF APPROXIMATELY Sll.75/MMBTU 
WITH 0% DOWN-TIME. 
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MBG MARKET ECONOMICS WITH 
10% ANNUAL INCREASE IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE ILLUSTRATES THAT WITH 10% ANNUAL COMPOUNDED PRICE 
INCREASES IN NAT~RAL GASI BREAK-EVEN WILL OCCUR IN 1990. IT TURNS OUT 
THATI IN THIS CASEI BREAK-EVEN OCCURS EARLY ENOUGH IN THE MBG PLANT'S 
LIFE THAT IT MAKES MONEY BY THE END OF ITS 20-YEAR LIFE. 
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YEARLY 
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SELLING 
PRICE 
'I 
YEARLY j PRODUCTION 
II COST 
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" II 'II III " 
1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 
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SYNFUfL COST VERSUS PRICES 
(1980 DOLLARS) 
THIS CHART ILLUSTRATES THAi IF A FOUR-MODULE SYNFUELS PLANT 
WERE OPERATING TODAY (1980)1 THEN THE COST OF PRODUCING ITS PRODUCTS 
WOULD BE HIGHER THAN THE PRICE OF COMPETING FOSSIL FUELS. 
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MBG 
S\~FUEL COST VS,' PRICES (1980 DOLLARS) 
• COST OF PRODUC I NG SYNFUEL (1980) 
[J COMPETING PRICE OF CONVENTIONAL 
FUEL (1980) 
SNG 
I I 
METHANOL GASOLINE 
COAL BASED SYNTHETIC FUELS 
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HYDROGEN ELECTRICITY 
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MBG SENSITIVITY TO NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THATI IN LEVELIZED ECONOMIC VALUESI THE 
SELLING PRICE OF MBG EVENTUALLY EXCEEDS ITS PRODUCTION COST IF NATURAL 
GAS PRICES INCREASE AT A HIGH ENOUGH RATE OVER THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE 
MBG PLANT. 
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o MBG SELLING PRICE 
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PROJECTED NATURAL GAS PRICES 
ASSUMING VARIOUS ESCALATION RATES 
"·''''',..:.7'''''''~'· ...,...)' ....... 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT THE ESCALATION RATES 1 DERIVED FROM DATA 
RESOURCES} INC. (DRI) PROJECTIONS} FOR NATURAL GAS PRICES ARE EQUIVA-
LENT TO UNIFORM ANNUAL NATURAL GAS PRICES INCREASES OF ABOUT 17% 
(BETWEEN 15% AND 20% ON THE CHART). THESE DRI PROJECTIONS ARE THE 
BASIS FOR THE MBG SELLING PRICES THAT ARE UTILIZED IN THE BASE CASE 
IN THE COMPUTER MODEL. 
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MBG SENSITIVITY TO ANNUAL INCREASES 
IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT THE CROSS-OV~_POINTJ IN LEVELIZED 
ECONOMIC TERMS~ OCCURS WHEN NATURAL GAS PRICE INCREASES EXCEED 
APPROXIMATELY 6% PER YEAR (COMPOUNDED). AT THE CROSS-OVER POINT~ 
THE LIFE cyrLE COSTS OF PRODUCING THE MBG EQUAL THE LIFE CYCLE 
REVENUE PRODUCED FROM SELLING THE MBG. 
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f"BG SENS I T IV I TV TO ANNUAL INCREASES 
IN NATURAL GAS PRICES 
CROSS-OvER 
POINT 
nBG 
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MBG 
PRODUCTION 
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SYNFUELS COSTS VERSUS PRICES 
AT THE DRI ESCALATION RATES ASSUMED IN THIS STUDY 1 IT CAN BE 
SEEN THAT IN LEVELIZED ECONOMIC TERMS 1 THE LIFE CYCLE COSTS OF 
PRODUCING THE VARIOUS SYNFUEL PRODUCTS WILL BE LESS THAN THE LIFE 
CYCLE SELLING PRICE OF THE MBG 1 EXCEPT FOR FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY 
PRODUCED AT THE CENTRAL SITE. 
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.. PRODUCTION COST 
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ANNUAL SYNFUEL PRODUCTION COSTS & PRiCES 
OF COMPETING FUELS 
(INFLATED $/MMBTU, DR' PROJECTIONS) 
... .... ~"7" ....... ........-" ""'.:1-
THIS CHART ILLUSTRATES TWO IMPORTANT POINTS. FIRST, FUTURE 
SELLING PRICES OF MBC" WHICH ARE BASED ON DRI PROJECTIONS FOR NATURAL 
GAS PRICES, ARE EXTREMELY HIGH, RANGING FROM $9.91 IN 1985 TO $184.83 
IN 2006. THIS MAKES MBG LOOK EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE AND PROBABLY 
OVERSTATES ITS ATTRACTIVENESS. SECONDLY, ELECTRICITY PRICES ARE ASSUMED 
TO ESCALATE MUCH MORE SLOWLY, THUS STRONGLY AFFECTING THE SELLING PRICE 
OF FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY AND MAKING CENTRAL-SITE GENERATION OF FUEL 
CELL ELECTRICITY UTILIZING COAL APPEAR TO BE UNECONOMICAL. 
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YEAR 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
~ 
l-fBG 
Cost 
9.38 
9.37 
10.01 
10.77 
11.65 
12.52 
13.44 
14.45 
15.56 
16.72 
18.01 
19.41 
20.90 
22.51 
24.23 
26.09 
28.09 
30.19 
32.48 
34.90 
37.33 
40.37 
o! .. ,-'''-'-'''''''''- -,. ?",; . .,. 
' .... ~""." ... "~'\l':~~ 
ANNUAL SYNFUEL PRODUCTION COSTS & PRICES OF COMPETING FUELS 
(INFLATED $/MMBTU, DR! PROJECTIONS) 
SNG METHANOL GASOLINE HYDROGEN 
Price Cost Price Cost Price Cost Price Cost Price 
9.91 15.40 9.91 15.34 17.43 20.80 26.72 16.74 12.80 
12.35 15.59 12.35 15.59 22.13 21.15 33.92 16.97 15.95 
15.75 16.66 15.75 16.67 21.09 22.59 32.32 18.09 20.35 
20.09 17.88 20.09 17.92 25.79 24.22 39.52 19.34 25.95 
25.89 19.26 25.89 19.32 29.39 26.05 45.04 20.76 33.45 
33.71 20.67 33.71 20.76 37.48 27.93 57.44 22.20 43.55 
43.19 22.17 43.19 22.29 41.66 29.93 63.84 23.74 55.80 
49.11 23.81 49.11 23.97 47.50 32.13 72.80 25.42 63.45 
55.72 25.61 55.72 25.81 49.54 34.54 75.92 27.27 72.00 
63.00 27.52 63.00 27.77 54.03 37.11 82.80 29.23 81.40 
71.01 29.63 71.01 29.93 58.88 39.92 90.24 31. 39 91.75 
79. 76 31. 93 79.76 32.29 64.21 43.02 98.40 33.76 103.05 
89.16 34.39 89.16 34.82 69.95 46.33 107.20 36.29 115.20 
99.00 37.07 99.00 37.57 76.26 49.93 116.88 39.03 127.90 
109.17 39.95 109.17 40.54 83.10 52.82 127.36 42.00 141.05 
119.66 43.07 119.66 43.76 90.62 58.04 138.88 45.20 154.60 
130.03 46.44 130.02 47.23 98.76 62.59 151. 36 48.66 168.20 
140.60 50.02 140.60 50.93 107.64 67.45 164.96 52.34 181. 65 
150.85 53.94 150.85 54.99 117.35 72.77 179.84 56.37 194.90 
161.46 58.10 161.46 59.30 127.89 78.42 196.00 60.65 208.60 
172.72 62.41 172.72 63.79 139.37 84.34 213.60 65.11 223.15 
184.83 67.68 184.83 69.24 151. 95 91.54 232.88 70.59 238.80 
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ELECTRICITY 
Cost P' I r1ce I 
I 
21.46 11.04 i 
21.93 12.77 ! 
23.44 14.21 
25.14 15.43 I 
27.04 16.98 I 
29.01 19.26 I 
I 
31.11 21. 26 
33.41 23.09 
35.95 25.03 
38.65 27.14 
41.61 29.42 
44.87 31.86 
48.37 34.52 
52.17 37.46 
56.31 40.57 
60.78 44.01 
65.61 47.67 
70.79 51.73 
76.48 56.06 
82.53 60.77 
88.93 65.88 
96.63 I 71. 37 
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ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COST 
FOR VARIOUS FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
(MILLIONS OF INFLATED ~v~~RS) 
THIS TABLE SHOWS THAT O&M COSTS 1 EXCLUDING COAL COSTS 1 ARE LOWEST 
FOR THE MaG FACILITY AND HIGHEST FOR THE FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY FACILITY. 
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YEAR l-fBG 
1985 35.4 
1986 117.0 
1987 17l.2 
1988 J88.8 
1989 . 101.2 
1990 228.0 
1991 251. 2 
1992 276.0 
1993 304.0 
1994 334.4 
1995 36".2 
1996 404.0 
1997 444.8 
1998 488.8 
1999 538.4 
2000 592.0 
2001 651.2 
2002 716.0 
2003 788.0 
2004 866.4 
2005 715.2 
2006 262.2 
ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COST 
FOR VARIOUS FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
(Millions of Inflated Dollars) 
SNG METHANOL GASOLINE 
73.2 85.4 88.5 
241.9 232.3 292.5 
354.0 413.0 428.0 
390.3 455.5 472.0 
428.4 500.0 518.0 
471.4 550.1 570.0 
519.4 606.0 628.0 
570.6 665.9 690.0 
628.5 733.4 670.0 
691.4 806.7 836.0 
759.2 885.9 918.0 
835.3 974.7 1,010.0 
919.6 1,073.1 1,112.0 
1,010.6 1,179.2 1,222.0 
1,113.1 1,298.9 1,346.0 
I, 22/~. 0 1,428.2 1,480.0 
1,346.4 1,571.0 1,628.0 
1,480.3 1,727.4 1,790.0 
1,629.2 1,901.1 1,970.0 
1,791. 3 2,090.2 2,166.0 
1,478. 7 1.725.4 1,788.0 
542.1 632.6 655.5 
,r .... ~""" "'1"'".,..- -r -~ ....",J.' r,." - ,~.~-~ .. ,.,'.~""""""':-
HYDROGEN ELECTRICITY 
75.2 11l.0 
248.6 3~7.0 
363.8 537.0 
401.2 592.2 
440.3 649.9 
484.5 715.1 
~33.8 787.9 
586.5 865.7 
646.0 953.5 
710.6 1,048.9 I 
780.3 1,151.7 I 
858.5 1,267.2 I I 
945.2 1,395.1 I I 
1.038. 7 1,533.1 I 
1.144.1 1,688.7 
1.258.0 1,855.8 
1,383.8 2,042.5 
1,521. 5 2,245.7 
1,674.5 2,471.6 
I 
1,841.1 2,717.5 I 
1,519.8 2,243.2 
557.2 822.4 
- .. - _.- -- ---... --
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ANNUAL SYNFUEL REVENUES FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
(BILLIONS OF INFLATED DOLLARS) 
THIS TABLE SHOWS THAT MBG PRODUCES THE HIGHEST 1EARLY REVENUE 1 
OF THE PRODUCTS CONSIDERED. THIS IS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE FACT THAT 
MRG HAS A HIGH SEl~ING PRICE AND MORE MRG IS PRODUCfO THAN ANY OTHER 
ALTERNATIVE PRODUCT. 
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YEAR MBG 
1985 0.34 ; ... 
1986 1.29 
1987 2.19 
1988 2.82 
1989 3.67 
1990 4.70 
1991 5.34 
1992 6.06 
1993 6.85 
1994 7.73 
1995 8.68 
1996 9.70 
1997 10.77 
1998 11.88 
1999 13.02 
2000 14.16 
2001 15.30 
2002 16.41 
2003 17.57 
2004 18.79 
20C5 15.08 
2006 5.38 
ANNUAL SYNFUEL REVENUES FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
(Billions of Inflated Dollars) 
SNG UETHANOL GASOLINE HYDROGEN 
0.26 0.48 0.57 0.33 
0.98 1.37 1.63 1. 25 
1.67 2.23 2.65 2.13 
2.16 2.54 3.02 2.74 
2.81 3.24 3.86 3.57 
3.60 3.61 4.29 '+.58 
4.09 4.11 4.89 5.20 
4.64 4.29 5.10 5.90 
5.25 4.68 5.56 6.67 
5.91 5.10 6.06 7.52 
n.64 5.56 6.61 8.45 
7.42 6.06 7.20 4.45 
8.24 6.60 7.85 10.05 
9.09 7.19 8.55 11.57 
9.96 7.84 9.33 12.68 
10.84 8.55 10.17 13.79 
11. 71 9.32 11.08 14.89 
12.56 10.16 12.08 15.98 
13.44 11.07 13.17 17.10 
14.38 12.07 14.35 18.30 
11. 54 9.87 11.73 14.69 
4.12 3.58 4.26 5.24 
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ELECTRICITY 
0.23 
0.76 
1.09 
1. 21 
1. 37 
1.51 
1.64 
1. 78 
1.93 
2.09 
2.26 
2.45 
2.66 
2.88 
3.12 
3.38 
3.67 
3.98 
4.31 
4.67 
3.80 
1. 37 
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ANNUAL COST FOR VARIOUS FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
(BILLIONS OF INFLATED DOLLARS) 
'·:Ij,~~.~~"'-""-·'" .,-..- \.!F ........ \~,YCf PD4 " •• 
THIS TABLE SHOWS} FOR EXAMPLE} THAT MAXIMUM ANNUAL COSTS IN 
INFLATED DOLLARS FOR THE DIFFERENT FOUR-MODULE SYNFUELS PLANTS RANGE 
FROM 3.80 BILLION DOLLARS FOR MBG TO 5.86 BILLION DOLLARS FOR 
CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY GENERATION. 
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YEAR MBG 
1985 0.26 
1986 0.76 
1987 1.09 
1988 1.17 
1989 1. 27 
1990 1. 36 
1991 1. 46 
1992 1. 57 
1993 1. 69 
1994 1. 82 
1995 1. 96 
1996 2.11 
1997 2.27 
1998 2.45 
1999 2.64 
2000 2.84 
2001 3.06 
2002 3.28 
2003 3.53 
2004 3.80 
ANNUAL COST FOR VARIOUS FOUR-MODULE PLANTS 
(Billions of Inflated Dollars) 
SNG METHANOL GASOLINE HYDROGEN 
0.32 0.33 0.35 0.34 
0.97 1.01 1. 07 1.04 
1. 39 1.44 1. 52 1.48 
1.49 1. 55 1.63 1.59 
1. 60 1. 67 1. 75 1. 70 
1. 72 1.80 1.88 1.82 
1.85 1. 93 2.01 1. 95 
1. 98 2.08 2.16 2.0S 
2.13 2.23 2.32 2.24 
2.29 2.40 2.49 2.40 
2.47 2.59 2.68 2.57 
2.66 2.80 2.89 2.77 
2.86 3.01 3.11 2.98 
3.09 3.25 3.35 3.20 
3.33 3.51 3.62 3.44 
3.59 3.79 3.90 3.71 
3.87 4.09 4.20 3.99 
4.16 4.41 4.53 4.29 
4.49 4.76 4.S9 4.62 
4.84 5.13 5.27 4.97 
ELECTRICITY 
0.38 
1.17 
1.66 
1. 78 
1.92 
2.06 
2.21 
2.37 
2.55 
2.74 
2.95 
3.18 
3.43 
3.70 
4.00 
4.31 
4.66 
5.02 
5.43 
5.86 ! I 2005 3.05 3.90 4.14 4.25 4.00 4.73 
2006 1.10 1. 41 1. 50 1. 54 1.45 l. 71 
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YEARLY REVENUE - MINUS - COST FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
(BILLIONS OF INFLATED DOLLARS) 
THIS TABLE SHOWS THAT MAXIMUM REVENUES MINUS COSTS 1 EXCLUDING 
TAXES 1 RANGE FROM +15 BILLION DOLLARS (INFLATED) FOR MBG TO -1.18 
BILLION DOLLARS FOR CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY. 
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YEAR t"BG 
1985 0.08 
1986 0.52 
1987 l.00 
1988 l. 64 
1989 2.40 
1990 3.34 
1991 3.88 
1992 4.49 
1993 5.16 
1994 5.91 
1995 6.72 
1996 7.59 
1997 8.50 
1998 9.43 
1999 10.38 
2000 11. 33 
2001 12.24 
2002 13.13 
2003 14.03 
2004 15.00 
2005 12.04 
2006 4.28 
YEARLY REVENUE - MINUS - COST FOR VARIOUS 
FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES 
(Billions of Inflated Dollars) 
SNG t-fETHANOL GASOLINE HYDROGEN 
-0.06 0.15 0.22 -0.02 
0.01 0.36 0.56 0.21 
0.29 0.79 l.14 0.64 
0.67 0.99 l.40 l.16 
l. 20 l. 57 2.11 1.87 
1.87 l.81 2.41 2.75 
2.24 2.18 2.88 3.26 
2.66 2.21 2.94 3.82 
3.11 2.44 3.24 4.44 
3.62 2.69 3.57 5.13 
4.17 2.97 3.93 5.88 
4.76 ~.26 4.31 6.68 
5.38 3.59 4.74 7.51 
6.00 3.94 5.20 8.36 
6.63 4.33 5.71 9.23 
7.25 4.76 6.27 10.08 
7.84 5.23 6.88 10.90 
8.39 5.75 7.55 11. 69 
8.95 6.31 8.28 12.48 
9.51+ 6.93 9.08 13.32 
7.64 5.72 7.48 10.68 
2.71 2.09 2.73 3.79 
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ELECTRICITY 
-0.15 
-0.41 
-0.57 
-0.58 
-0.55 
-0.55 
-0.57 
-0.59 
-0.62 
-0.66 
-0.69 
-0.73 
-0.77 
-0.82 
-0.87 
-0.93 
-0.99 
-1.05 
-1.11 
-1.18 
-0.93 
-0.34 
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SUMMARY OF TEST CASE Ol,TnUT FOR VAR I OUS PRODUCTS 
(FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES) 
THIS TABLE ILLUSTRATES SOME OF THE CAPABILITIES OF THE SYNFUEL 
ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL TO PROVIDE QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION ON THE 
IMPORTANT ECONOMIC PARAMETERS OF COAL-BASED SYNTHETIC FUEL COMPLEXES. 
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SUMMARY OF TEST CASE OUTPUT FOR VARIOUS PRODUCTS 
(FOUR-MODULE FACILITIES) 
MBG SNG METHANOL GASOLINE 
TOTAL SYNFUELS PRODUCTION 2.18 l. 67 1.73 l.34 (Quadrillion BTUls) 
TOTAL LIFETI~m PLANT COST 44.54 56.40 59.43 67.39 (Billions of Inflated $) 
AVERAGE SYNFUELS COST 20.47 33.87 34.33 45.70 ($/MMBTU) 
TOTAL SYNFUELS REVENUES 197.72 15l.30 129.51 154.02 (Billions of Inflated $) 
TOTAL SYNFUELS CASH FLOW 153.18 94.90 70.08 92.63 (Billions of Inflated $) 
TOTAL PRESENT VALUE 16.38 9.66 7.90 10.55 (Billions of Inflated $) 
LEVELIZED INFLATED COST 0.8645 1.0946 l.1475 1.1914 (B.illions of $) 
LEVELIZED INFLATED REVENUE 3.32 2.54 2.33 2.77 (Billions of $) 
-. 
LEVELIZED I NFLATrri PRODUCT COST 7.95 13.14 13.26 17.74 ($/141BTU) 
LEVELl ZED INFLATED PRODUCT PRICE 30.53 30.53 26.94 41.29 ($/MMBTU) 
LEVELIZED 1980 COST 518.28 655.65 687.98 714.25 (Millions of $) 
.-
LEVELIZED 1980 REVENUE l. 99 l. 52 1.40 1.66 (Billions of $) 
LEVELIZED 1980 PRODUCT COST 4.76 7.88 7.95 10.63 ($/MMBTU) 
LEVELIZED 1~80 PRODUCT PRICE 18.30 18.30 16.15 24.75 ($/MMBTU) 
HYDROGEN ELECTRICITY 
1.64 l.43 
58.64 67.83 
35.76 47.80 
192.51 52.14 
133.87 -15.69 
13.92 -2.26 
1.1465 l. 3119 
3.23 0.97 
13.98 18.49 
39.44 13.72 
687.38 786.53 
l. 94 0.58 
8.38 11.08 
23.65 8.23 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PLANT CASH FLOWS 
TO NATURAL GAS PRICES 
THIS CHART SHOWS THE EXTREME SENSITIVITY OF THE LIFE COST 
ECONaMICS OF THE MBG FACILITY TO THE PRICE OF THE NATURAL GAS WITH 
WHICH IT COMPETES. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE PROFITS OF THE PLANT WILL 
INCREASE IN A STRONGLY NON-LINEAR F.'.SHION AS NATURAL GAS PRICES 
INCREASE. 
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SENSITIVITY OF ~tBG PLANT CASH FLOWS 
TO [~ATURAL GAS PRICES 
II 20 YEAR REVENUES 
~ 20 YEAR COSTS 
5 10 15 20 25 
PERCENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN NATURAL GAS PRICES (INFLATED DOLLARS) 
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~lBG VERSUS METHANOL 
THIS PAGE PRESENT SEVERAL CHARTS WHICH ENABLE ONE TO PERFORM 
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE COAL-BASED SYNTHETIC 
FUEL COMPLEXES. THIS PARTICULAR COMPARISON IS BETWEEN MBG AND METHANOL. 
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-MBG VERSUS GASOLINE-
THIS PAGE ILLUSTRATES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF A COAL-BASED 
MBG FACILITY VERSUS A COAL-BASED SYNTHETIC GASOLINE FACILITY. 
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THIS PAGE ILLUSTRATES THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF A COAL-BASED MEG 
FACILITY VERSUS A COAL-BASED HYDROGEN FACILITY. 
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"MBG VERSUS FUEL CELL ELECTRICITY" 
THIS PAGE} AND THE NEXT PAGE} ILLUSTRATE THE RELATIVE ECONOMICS 
OF A COAL-BASED MBG FACILITY VERSUS A CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL FACILITY 
WHICH USES A COAL GAS IN ITS FUEL CELLS. 
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ONE MODULE CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
THIS T~BLE SHOWS THAT IF THE BASIC MBG MODULE COSTS ABOUT 
465 MILLION DOLLARS (1980 DOLLARS) THEN ALL OF THE ADD-ON UNITS 
TO MAKE THE OTHER PROLUCTS FALL WITHIN 209 MILLION DOLLARS OF 
THIS BASELINE COST. (I.E' I 674 - 465 = 209 MILLION DOLLARS) 
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ONE MODULE CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
r~ODULE TYPE 
MBG 
SNG 
METHANOL 
GASOLINE 
HYDROGEN 
ELECTRICITY 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
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(1980 DOLLARS) 
465,,220,,720. 
580,,720,,720. 
577,,720,,720. 
E37,,495,,720. 
667,,220,,720. 
674,,220,,720. 
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ONE-MODULE FACILITIES 
YEARLY OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS 
THIS CHART GIVES THE RELATIVE 0 & M COSTS OF ONE MODULE OF 
MBG VERSUS OTHER SYNFUEL PRODUCTS WHICH WOULD UTILIZE THE MBG OUT-
PUT OF THIS MODULE TO PRODUCE OTHER SYNFUELS 
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ONE-MODULE FACILITIES 
YEARLY OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COSTS 
SNG METHANOL GASOLINE HYDROGEN ELECTRICITY 
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SENSITIVITY OF THE FIRST MBG MODULE 
TO DELAVS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
11'1""11"'" 11:'1:.:.,,4 + 1~""""'1'.1"""""""'" ..,...- ,.PU. I«>,~ 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT A FOUR-YEAR DELAY IN STARTING CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE FIRST MODULE WILL CAUSE THE CONSTRUCTION COST OF THIS MODULE} 
IN INFLATED DOLLARS 1 TO RISE FROM 593 MILLION DOLLARS TO 807 MILLION 
DOLLARS
1 
AN INCREASE OF 214 MILLION DOLLARS. THIS INCREASE ASSUMES 
AN 81. A YEAR INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION COSTS. 
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SENS 1 T 1 V I TY OF FIRST t1BG tiODULE 
TO DELAYS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
WO~-------------------------
~ -;;; 747 MILLION I 
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SENSITIVITY OF MBG PRODUCT COST 
TO DELAYS IN START OF CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE FIRST MODULE 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT A FOUR-YEAR DELAY IN STARTING CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE FIRST MODULE RESULTS IN THE FIRST YEAR t9iI OF PRODUCING THE 
MBG TO RISE FROM APPROXIMATELY S9.50IMMBTU TO S13.25iMMBTU; !N 
INFLATED DOLLARS. 
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ONE MBr, MODULE VERSUS ONE SN6 MODULE 
PRODUCT COST 
THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT, ON A S/MMBTU BASIS, THE COST OF PRODUCING 
SNG IS GREATER THAN THE COST OF PRODUCING MBG. HOWEVER, THIS FACT 
MUST BE ASSESS~D IN PROPER PERSPECTIVE. A HUGE PIPELINE DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM IS ALREADY IN PLACE FOR TRANSPORTING NATURAL GAS. ALSO, THERE 
IS HQ RETROFIT COST FOR THE END-USER OF SNG, IF HIS PLANT ALREADY 
USES NATURAL GAS. 
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ONE MBG MODULE VERSUS ONE SNG MODULE 
PRODUCT REVENUES 
IE THE FIRST MODULF IS UTILIZED FOR SNG PRODUCTION~ RATHER THAN 
MBG PRODUCTION~ THEN THIS FIGURE SHOWS THAT THE YEARLY REVENUES 
GENERATED BY SELLING THE MBG WILL BE HIGHER THAN THOSE GENERPTED BY 
SELLING THE SNG OUTPUT. THIS ASSUMES THAT BOTH MBr, AND SNG AP.E SOLD 
AT THE CURRENT YEAR MARKET PRICE OF NATURAL GAS. 
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ESCALATION FACTORS 
USING DRI AND TVA ESCALATION RATES FOR ELECTRICITY AND COAL 1 
THE PRICE INCREASES WILL AMOUNT TO FOUR TIMES THE PRICE FROM 1980 
TO 2000 USING THE TVA RATES 1 AND kLMOST EIGHT TIMES USING TIlE DRI 
RATES. OBVIOUSLYI THESE ESCALATION RATES ARE VERY SIGNIFICANT AND 
WILL DETERMINE THE ECONOMIES OF SYNFUEL PRICES IN COMPETING WITH 
CONVENTIONAL FUELS. TDC USED THE DR! ESCALATIONS IN PERFORMING 
PRICE ANALYSIS OF FUELS. 
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PROJECT FUEL INCREASES 
DATA RESOURCES, INC" (DRI) USES ECONOMETRIC MODELS TO PROJECT 
FUEL PRICE INCREASES. THE PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE AND THE CORRE-
SPONDING FUEL PRICES ARE SHOWN FROM 1980 TO 2007 FO~ COAL, NATURAL 
GAS, ELECTRICITY, GASOLINE, METHANOL, FUEL OIL, AND HYDROGEN. 
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FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT 
FIRST GENERATION FUEL CELLS WILL BE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE 
(ACCORDING TO EPRI) DURING 1983. PHOSPHORIC ACID AND MOLTEN CARBONATE 
FUEL CELLS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND WILL NOT BE 
AVAILABLE COMMERCIALLY UNTIL 1988 - 1989. THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
FUEL CELLS WILL REQUIRE FEWER BTU's PER KWH OF ELECTRICITY GENERATED 
(7500 VERSUS 9300 BTU/KWH). A TVA DECISION ON USAGE OF THE PHOSPHORIC 
ACID OR MOLTEN CARBONATE COULD NOT BE MADE UNTIL 1988~ ABOUT THE TIME 
t10DuLES 3 AND 4 WOULD BE COMING ON-LINE. 
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FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT 
([rRJ R&D STATUS REPORTS) 
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FIRST GENERATION TECHNOLOGY* 
-._-_._------ .----
45-HW Ormonstratlon 
Tpchnology Improvement 
Commercial Prototype Field Te~t 
Commercial Prototype Follow-On Order8 
ADVANCED FUEL CELT. TECHNOLOGY** 
.-----------. ------.- ----
Phollphorlc Acid Technolng~ 
Holten C~rhonate Technolo2v 
Full-Scale Stack Ormonstral(on 
Hultlmp~awatt DPmO"8tratto~ 
C'mPercial Prototype Field Te8t 
Commprc(al Ordprl': 
*9300 BTU /I(WlI 
2 
**7500 BTU/KWlI; 0.18 VDC Indivldu .. ,1 Cf"lh; Power Oen!lltif>8 150 W/Ft· 
40,000 Hours DPlllonstration 
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ELECTRICAL UTILITY LOAD DEFINITION 
FUEL CELLS CAN OPERATE OVER A WIDE LOAD~ THEREFORE CAN BE 
UTILIZED FOR BASE~ PEAK 1 OR INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICAL LOADS. TDC 
ANALYZED FOUR MODULE PRODUCING MEDIUM-BTU GAS FOR FUEL CELLS 
OPERATING IN A BASE LOAD. THEREFORE~ THE FUEL CELLS WOULD BE COM-
PETING ECONOMICALLY AGAINST TVA's FOSSIL FUEL AND NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS. 
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ELECTRICAL UTILITY LOAD DEFINITION 
BASE LOAD - 80% + UTILIZATION; :>8000 HOURS/YR; LARGE CAPITAL 
INVESTMENTS; Low $/MBTU OPERATING AND CAPITAL 
RECOVERY COSTS; EFFICIENCIES 34 - 45%. 
PEAK LOAD 
l~TERMEDIATE 
LOAD 
15% UTILIZATION; Low CAPITAL INVESTMENT; OPERATE 
1500 HOURS/YR; HIGHER OPERATING COSTS; 
EFFICIENCIES 13 - 24%. 
- 40% OF LESS UTILIZATION; OPERATE :> 3500 HOURS/YR; 
TYPICALLY NATURAL GAS OF OIL FIRED; 
BASE AND PEAK LOAD PLANTS; EFFICIENCIES 24 - 34%. 
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TYPICAL UTILITY GENERATOR HEAT RATE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
TVA IS CURRENTLY USING TURBINES FOR PEAK POWER GENERATION. 
THESE TURBINES OPERATE DURING JANUARY AND FEBRUARY WHEN HOME AND 
INDUSTRIAL HEATING REQUIREMENTS ARE HIGH. TVA IS CONSIDERING 
COMBINED-CYCLE UNITS FOR POWER GENERATION. As THE FIGURE SHOWS~ 
ADVANCED FUEL CELLS OPERATE OVER WIDE LOADS AND RE~UIRE THE LESSER 
HEAT RATE FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATION. 
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TYPICAL UTILITY GENERATOR HEAT RATE CHARACTERISTICS 
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TVA SYSTEM GE~ERATING CAPACITY 
Fo~ FUEL CELLS TO BE VIABLE COMMERCIALLY 1 THEY MUST COMPETE 
WITH THE CURRENT AND PROJECTED TVA ELF.CTRICAL GENERATING CAPABILITY. 
TVA HAS SEVERAL NUCLEAR PLANTS COMING ON-LI~E DURING THE 1980's. 
THESE PLANTS W!LL BE GENERATING AN INEXPENSIVE ELECTRICITY. TVA 
ELECTRICAL RATES DURING THE 1980's ARE PROJECTED TO GROW BY 
PERCENTA~ES RELATIVELY SMALL COMPARED TO PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND 
~ATURAL GAS. THEREFOREI ECONOMICALLY 1 IT IS DIFFICULT FOR CENTRAL-
SITE FUEL CELLSI OPERATING AT BASE LOADS, TO COMPETE WITH PROJECTED 
TVA ELECTR1CAL RATE~. 
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TVA SYSTEM GENERATING CAPACITY 
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1979 TVA ELECTRICAL LOADS AND SUPPLY 
FUEL CELLS COULD BE UTILIZED FOR PEAK POWER LOAD REQUIREMENTS 
DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY AND FEBRUARY J JUNE AND JULY. CURRENTLY J 
TVA USES COMBUSTION TURBINE GENERATORS FUELED BY DIESEL OIL. IN 
1979 J APPROXIMATELY 1.8 TRILLION BTU's OF FUEL WERE USED TO GENERATE 
PEAK ENERGY REQUIREMENTS. THE COMBUSTION TURBINES WERE USED AT 
APPROXIMATELY 2% OF THEIR OPERATING CAPACITY. 
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TVA LOADS & SUPPLY - 1979 
BilliONS OF kWh 
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FUEL CELL ACID TECHNOLOGY 
A SCHEMATIC IS SHOWN USING A 10}000 TPD ADVANCED GASIFIER TO 
GENERATE FUEL FOR A CENTRAL FUEL CELL POWER GENERATION FACILITY. 
THE COAL GASIFICATION SYSTEM INCLUDES AN AIR SEPARATOR} ACID GAS 
REMOVAL} AND CLAUS SULPHUR AND C02 REMOVAL. THE FUEL CELL SCHEMATIC 
IS SECOND GENERATION ACID TECHNOLOGY BEING DEVELOPED BY EPRI. 
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MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELL 
THE SCHEMATIC SHOWS A 10~OOO TPD ADVANCED GASIFIER GENERATING 
FUEL FOR A CENTRAL-SITE FUEL CELL BANK. THE COAL GASIFICATION 
SYSTEMS INCLUDE AN AIR REDUCTION~ HEAT RECOVERY~ AND SULPHUR 
REMOVAL. THE FUEL CELL SCHEMATIC IS A SECOND GENERATION MOLTEN 
CARBONATE TYPE BEING DEVELOPED BY EPRI. 
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CENTRAL FUEL CONVERSION AND POWER GENERATION 
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MOLTEN CAnnONATE TECHNOLOGy 
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FUEL CELL PARAMETERS 
TDC DEVELOPED FUEL CELL COST PARAMETERS FOR TOTAL FACILITY COST 
AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS. THE CENTRAL SITE 20 1 000 TPD COULD GENERATE 
APPROXIMATELY 2
1
600 MEGAWATTS OF ELECTRICITY 1 WHICH IS SIGNIFICANTLY 
LARGER THAN THE TYPICAL FOSSIL FUEL POWER PLANT. THE ESTIMATED 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST FOR THE MOLTEN CARBONATE FACILITY IS $745.1 
(1980 $ MILLIONS) AND $836.4 MILLIONS FOR THE SECOND GENERATION ACID 
TECHNOLOGY. CAPITAL INVESTMENT ($/KW) IS 282 AND 322 FOR MOLTEN 
CARBONATE AND ACID FUEL CELLS RESPECTIVELY. 
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SOURCE 
FUEL RATE 
TYPE 
(CENTRAL BASE LOAD) 
Co S~tIFT 
REFORMING 
HEAT EXCHANGER 
Aux. BOILER 
TURbO GENERATOR 
CELL STACK & ANCILLARIES 
FUEL CONDITIONING 
TOTAL CAPITAL COST 
YEARLY LABOR & 
fr1AINTENANCE (1%) 
GENERATING J MW 
$/KW 
HEAT RATE (BTU/KWH) 
FUEL CELL PARAMETERS 
($1980 J MILLIONS) 
EPRI 
250 BBTU/DAY MBG 
MOLTEN 
CARBONATE 
93.70 
63.70 
60.10 
527.60 
745.10 
7.45 
2J640.00 
282.00 
7J720.00 
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ACID 
22.10 
74.40 
24.80 
64S.20 
ZO.OO 
836.40 
8.36 
2 .. 600.00 
322.00 
7 .. 840.00 
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SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS (SNG) 
PRODUCTION SCHEMATIC 
METHANATION OF MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG) INVOLVED DRYING THE MBG 
AFTER ACID GAS REMOVAL~ AND SHIFTING AND METHANATING THE GAS. CARBON 
DIOXIDE (C02) AND HYDROGEN ARE REMOVED TO PROVIDE ESSENTIALLY 
PURE METHANE (CH4). THE SCHEMATIC IS A TYPICAL METHANATION PROCESS 
OF A SYNTHESIS GAS AND IS STATE-OF-THE-ART. 
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ReMOVAL 
HIGH 
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INa 
MITHANATION 
IH1FTIf~G 
CRYOGENIC 
SEPARATION 
CO2 
REMOVAL 
METHANATION 
STEAM 
REFORMING 
uRlGINAL PAGE fr 
OF POOR QUALm" 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
SNG PRODUCTION SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
~""" ... 
KOPPERS-TOTZEK MBG TO HYDROGEN 
CONVERTING MEDIUM-BTU GAS FROM THE KOPPERS-ToTZEK PROCESS TO 
HYDROGEN IS SHOWN ON THE SCHEMATIC. SULPHUR AND CARBON MONOXIDE ARE 
REMOVED AND CARBON DIOXIDE IS SHIFTED. ESSENTIALLY PURE (99%) 
HYDROGEN IS GENERATED AT 1000 PSIG. 
MOBIL METHANOL TO GASOLINE 
MoBIL OIL HAS DEVELOPED A PROCESS TO CONVERT METHANOL TO 
GASOLINE} CALLED THE MOBIL-M PROCESS. CRUDE METHANOL (17% WATER) 
IS CONVERTED TO PROCESSED HIGH-OCTANE GASOLINE. 
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SYNFUELS PROCESSES 
KOPPERS-TOTZEK MBG TO HYDROCF.N 
TO 
AnIOSPH[A( 
lIJ)OO_nw 
MOBIL HETHANOL TO GASOLINE 
( .......... U7"h1la01 
F41~7'­~V' · 
·~l.' . I .. " ..... 
I '< IL _ : .. 
_\ 
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( .......... 
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SYNFUELS PARAMETERS 
1980 CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR ADDING HYDROGEN AND SYNTHETIC 
NATURAL GAS (SNG) TO THE FOUR-MODULE MEDIUM-BTU GAS (~BG) FACILITY 
ARE ILLUSTRATED. THE MBG FUEL R''.TE IS ASSUMED TO BE 250 BBTU/DAY. 
lHE SNG FACILITY CONTAINS A 35 MILE PIPELINE COST TO GADSDEN. 
IN SOTH CASES~ IT IS ASSUMED THE YEARLY OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
COSTS ARE 1% OF THE C~PITAL INVESTMENT. 
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PRODUCT 
SOURCE 
C 
MBG FUEL RATE 
-
SYNTHESIS GAS COMPRESSION 
Co SHIFT 
C02 & H2S REMOVAL 
METHANATION & DRYING 
rRODUCT COMPRESSION 
SULFUR RECOVERY 
TOTAL CAPITAL COST 
YEARLY LABOR & MAINTENANCE 
- -
--. 
SYNFUELS PARAMETERS 
HYDROGEN 
KOPPERS-ToTl.EK 
250 BBTU/DAY 
$10,50 
12,90 
97.50 
8.30 
8.00 
17.60 
$54.80 
$ 0.54 
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SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS 
PARSONS 
250 BBTU/DAY 
SHIFT CONVERSION 
METHANATION 
SNG TREATING 
PIPELINE (GADSDEN) 
TOTAL CAPITAL COST 
YEARLY LABOR & MAINT. 
$76.63 
0.77 
62.16 
JL.96 
$152.52 
$ 1.52 
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COAL-TO-METHANOL FACILITY 
A CO~L-TO-METHANOL BADGER FACILITY DESIGN IS SHOWN FOR A 
10)500 TPD COAL GASIFICATION FACILITY. THE METHANOL PROCESS INCLUDES 
CO SHIFT) PURIFICATION) AND METHANOL SYNTHESIS. 
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COAL 
fEED ~ 
r-+ rlETHANeL 
COAL COAL TO STEAM PLANT I CO SHIFT AND MEfHA~~ 
PREPARATION I ~PURIFICATION ~HESlS 
110,500 T/O _. - ---. _.-. --- .... -
9,200 T/O GASIFICATION ~ ACID GASES 
t ~ 
OXYGEN CLAUS SCOT 
PLANT UNIT TAIL-GAS TREATING 
LIMESTONE 470 T/O 
~ 
BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ONE TRAIN OF BADGER 
COMMERCIAL COAL-TO-METHANOl. PLANT. 
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METHANOL AND GASOLINE SYNFUEL PARAMETERS 
METHANOL AND GASOLINE CAPITAL AND OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
(O&M) COST ESTIMATES ARE DEPICTED. THE ESTIMATES WERE DERIVED FROM 
BABCOCK AND W!LCOX~ MOBIL~ AND ESCOE REPORTS. ONE PERCENT OF THE 
CAPITAL ESTIMATE COSTS ARE ESTIMATED TO BE O&M. THE COST ESTIMATES 
ARE BASED ON AN MBG FUEL RATE OF 250 BBTU/DAY. 
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PRODUCT 
SOURCE 
• ",<'~"'- • 
MBG FUEL RATE 
METHANOL SYNTHESIS 
SYNTHESIS GAS COMPRESSION 
METHANOL DRYING 
METHANOL PURIFICATION 
PRODUCT STORAGE 
TOTAL CAPITAL COST 
YEAR~Y LABOR & MAINTENANCE 
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SYNFUELS PARAMETERS 
($1980~ MILLIONS) 
f1ETHANOL 
BABCOCK & WILCOX 
250 BBTU/DAY 
$176.20 
28.80 
16.70 
4.50 
13.50 
$239.70 
$ 2.39 
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REACTOR 
CONVERSION 
GAS PL/\NT 
POLLUTION SYSTEMS 
COMPRESSION 
STORAGE 
_., -I' I • :~ j , 
GASOLINE 
MOBIL & ESCOE 
250 BBTU/DAY 
$122.80 
79.90 
11.50 
46.40 
34.80 
14.50 
$317.70 
$ 3.16 
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NCAS 
FC,., (I "J) 
SS~ (I"J) 
CFF (I"j) 
SP~ (I. J) 
SPM (I. J) 
CFft1 (I> 
DCF~ (I) 
peT 
PCTI (D 
PCT2 (D 
PCT3 (I) 
PCT!! (D 
PRSDI (,1 I D 
PSRD2 (JII) 
EPI 
EP2 
EP3 
EP4 
SYNFUEL ECONOMIC EVALUATION PARAMETERS 
INPUT VARIABLES 
NUMBER OF CASES TO BE RUN 
FUNDAMENTAL COST f'1ATRIX 
SYNFUEL SUPPLY MATRIX 
COMPETING FUEL PRICE MATRIX 
SYNFUEL PRICE MATRIX 
SYNFUEL REVENUE ~ATRIX 
CASH FLOW MATRIX 
DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW MATRIX 
PERCENT OF COST (NOT CURRENTLY EXERCISED) 
PERCENT OF CONSTRUCTION COST FOR MODULE I ALLOTTED TO YEAR I 
"" " "" MoDULE 2 " " YEAR I 
"" " "" MODULE 3 II "YEAR I 
II" " "" MODULE 4 " "YEAR I 
PREMIUM OR SUBSIDY FACTOR FOR COST IN YEAR I FOR PRODUCT J 
PREMIUM OR SUBSIDY FACTOR FOR PRICE IN YEAR I FOR PRODUCT J 
EFFICIENCY OF THE GASIFICATION PROCESS FOR MODULE I 
" "" " II II MODULE 2 
" "" " "" MODULE 3 
" "'i " II II MODULE 4 
un 
r~ 
I 
~ 
~ 
:~.;. 
',. 
" 
-
JTl 
JT2 
JT3 
JTL: 
IST1 
IST2 . 
IST3 
ISTlt 
IOPI 
IOP2 
IOP3 
IOP4 
IXI 
1X2 
lX3 
IX4 
IYEAR 
IFLP(, 
IMPUT VPRIABLES (CONTINUED) 
DESIGNATION OF SYNFUEL PRODUCT FOR ~ATRIX POSITION} 
" " " " " 
11 
" 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
START OF CONSTRUCTION FOR MODULE 1 
"" " " MODULE 2 
"" " " MODULE 3 
"" " " ~ODULE 4 
START OF GPERATION FOR MODULE 1 
"" " " MODULE 2 
II" " II MODULE 3 
"" " " MODULE 4 
SHUT-DoWN TIME OF MODULE 1 AT FND OF LIFE 
" " " " MODULE 2" " " " 
" " " "MODULE 3" " " " 
" " " " MODULE 4" " " " 
YEAR OF CUPRENT ANALYSIS 
'.~R/~"""'"~~"- ..... --~".."..., .. '''''''I!!'''~~~ 
"'ODULE 1 
MODULE 2 
MODULE 3 
MODULE 4 
1:1 
! 
FLAG TO EXECISE FUEL PRICE ESCALATION PARAMETERIZATION POUTINE 
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XCCI 
XCC2 
XCC3 
XCC4 
CC051 
CC052 
CC05l 
(C054 
XC051 
XC052 
XC053 
XC054 
OC1 
0(2 
0(3 
OC4 
PNG 
PFO 
~ 
INPUT VARIABLES (CONTINUED) 
CONSTRUCTION COST FOR rODULE 1 
n "" MODULE 2 
" "" rODULE 3 
" n" MODULE 4 
YEARLY COAL COST FOR MODULE 1 
U " " " MODULE 2 
n U " II ~ODULE 3 
" n n II ~ODULE 4 
YEARLY TRANSPORTATION COST FOR MODULE 1 
" " II n "'ODULE 2 
" " "" MODULE 3 
" " "" MODULE 4 
YEARLY OPERATION AND ~AtNTENANCE COST FOR ~ODULE 1 
II II II " "" MODULE 2 
II II II " "" MODULE 3 
" " " " 
" "MODULE 4 
CURRENT PRICE OF NATURAL GAS ($/MMBTU) 
" " " FUEL OIL 
II 
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~~11 
PEL 
r"~<:L \ "., 
prET 
PHZ 
Reo (J) 
RNG (I) 
PFO (I) 
PEL (I) 
RGSL (I) 
P~ET (I) 
PHZ (I) 
P.CCI (1) 
RCC2 (D 
f;CC3 (I) 
PCC4 (I) 
;'.OM (I) 
RXP (l) 
';~"'~;i_"""",-r"'"""-- -" __ ."'""1"'" -..-.:'~:"_'_. 
iNPUT VARIPPLES (CONTINUED) 
CURRENT PRICE OF ELECTRICITY ($/MMBTU) 
" "" ~ASOLINE " 
II 
" II METHANOL " 
" "" HYDROGEN " 
INFLATION FACTOR FOR COAL PRICE IN YEAR I 
" " "NATURAL ~AS PRICE IN YEAR I 
" " "FUEL OIL PRICE IN YEAR I 
" " "ELECTRICITY PRICE IN YEAR 1 
" " "GASOLINE PRICE IN YEAR 1 
" " "METHANOL PRICE IN YEAR I 
" " "HYDROGEN PRICE IN YEAR 1 
INFLATION FACTOR FOR CONSTRUCTION COST OF ~ODULE 1 IN YEAR I 
" " " " "" ~ODULE 2 n YEAR I 
" " " " "" ~ODULE 3" YEAR I 
" " /I " "" MODULE 4" YEAR I 
INFLATION FACTOR FOR OPERATION AND ~_JNTENANCE COST IN YEAR I 
INFLATION FACTOR FOR TRANSPORTATION COST IN YEAR I 
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SUPI 
SUP2 
SUP3 
SUP4 
XRl 
XR2 
XR3 
XR4 
Dl 
RIt:F 
ESRT 
BINF 
CINf-
COiNF 
O~INF 
FINF 
INPUT VARIABLES (CONTINUED) 
YEARLY COAL INPUT IN BTU's FOR MODULE 1 
" " """ " MODULE 2 
" " It It" "~1oDULE 3 
It " It It" " MODULE 4 
INTEREST RATE ON MONEY BORROWED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF f'1oDuLE 1 
" It" " " " " " MODULE 2 
" It" " " " It "MODULE 3 
" "" " " " " " MODULE 4 
DISCOUNT INTEREST RATE 
GENERAL PRICE INFLATION 
ESCALATION RATE OF COMPETING FUELS 
BASIC UNDERLYING INFLATION P.ATE 
CONSTRUCTION INFLATION RATE 
COAL INFLATION PATE 
OPERATION AND ~AINTENANCE INFlATION RATE 
FACTOR OF C,ENERAL INFLA', ION DUE TO FUEL PRICE INCREASE 
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CO~'PUTAT I or'~L VAR I ABLES 
ALL INPUT VARIABLES: 
L 
I 
J 
Ail. 
PH 
CC 
DD 
SU~]O 
SU,.,ll 
SUM12 
SUM13 
eel 
ee2 
eC3 
eC4 
COUNTER TO EXERCISE PRICE THEN CCST Loops 
YEAR COUNTER (Ro~) 
PRODUCT DESIGNATOR (COLUMN) 
INFLATED CONSTRUCTION COST FOR MODULE 1 IN YEAR I 
n " II II ~ODULE 2 II YEAR I 
II n II II MODULE 3 n YEAR I 
n n II n MODULE 4 n YEAR I 
SUM OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR N YEARS FOR MODULE 1 
II II II "" II n n ~ODULE 2 
II II ~ n n II n n MODULE 3 
II" " n" " " "~DULE 4 
TOTAL ESCALATED CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOP. "'ODULE 1 
" n " "n "'ODlJLE 2 
" n n "n ~ODULE 3 
n nil" n NODULE 4 
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SUM14 
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SU,.,lf' 
SUft117 
D~l 
DM2 
Dr13 
Dft14 
SU~l 
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CO~PUTATIONAL VPRIARLES (CONTINUED) 
DESIr,NATOR PORTION OF CONSTRUCTION COST TO BE CHARGED INTEREST, 
YEAR I, ~ODULE 1 
DESIGNATOR PORTION OF CONSTRUCTION COST TO BE CHARGED INTEREST~ 
YEAR I~ MODULE 2 
DESIGNATOR PORTION OF CONSTRUCTION COST TO BE CHARGED INTEREST~ 
YEAR I~ MODULE 3 
DESIGNATOR PORTION OF CONSTRUCTION COST TO BE CHARGED INTEREST~ 
YEAR I~ ~ODULE 4 
VARIABLE IJSED FOR STORING CONSTRUCTION COST WITH !NTEREST 
DURING CONSTRUCrION~ ~ODULE 1 
VARIABLE V~ED FOR STORING CONSTPUCTION COST WITH INTEr.EST 
DURING CONSTRUCTION~ MODULE 2 
VARIABLE USED FOR STORING CONSTRUCTION COST WITH INTEREST 
DUPING CONSTRUCTION~ MODULE 3 
V~.RiABLE USED FOR STORING CONSTRUCTION CO~T WITH INTE!'<EST 
DURING CONSTRUCTION~ ~ODULE 4 
'.':/ A~LE FOR COMPUTING TOTAL SYNFUELS COST 
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I 
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XCRFI 
XCRF2 
XCRF3 
XCRF4 
CRFI 
CRF2. 
CRF3 
CRF4 
SUMIS 
SUM19 
SUf'120 
SUft121 
~ 
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COf'1PUTATIONAL VP,R I ABLES (CONTI NUED) 
CAPITAL RECOVERY FACTOR ON CONSTRUCTION COST FOR MODULE 1 
" " "" " "" MODULE 2 
" " "" " "" MODULE 3 
" " "" " "" MODULE 4 
CAPITAL RECOVERY FACTOR MULTIPLIED BY COST FOR MODULE 1 
" " " " "" "MODULE 2 
" " " " "" " MODULE 3 
" " " " "" " MODULE 4 
VARIABLE WHICH ADDS CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR DESIGNATED YEARS~ 
MODULE 1 
VARIABLE WHICH ADDS CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR DESIGNATED YEARS 1 
MODULE 2 
VARIABLE WHICH ADDS CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR DESIGNATED YEARS 1 
MODULE 3 
VARIABLE WHICH ADDS CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR DESIGNATED YEARS 1 
f'10DuLE 4 
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Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 
VI 
V2 
Y3 
yl, 
Zl 
Z2 
Z3 
Z4 
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COMPUTATIONAL VAPIABLES (CONTINUED) 
VARIABLE FOR COMPUTING OPERATING COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS~ 
MODULE I 
VARIABLE FOR COMPUTING OPERATING COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS~ 
MODULE 2 
VARIABLE FOR COMPUTING OPERATING COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 
~ODULE 3 
VARIABLE FOR COMPUTING OPERATING COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 
~ODULE 4 
VARIABLE FOR STORING COAL COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 MODULE 1 
" " " " II II II "MODULE 2 
" " " " "" n "MODULE 3 
" " " ~ "" " " MODULE 4 
VARIABLE FOR STORING TRANSPORTATION COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 
MODULE I 
VARIABLE FOR STORING TRANSPORTATION COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS~ 
~ODULE 2 
VARIABLE FOR STORING TRANSPORTATION COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 
fl,oDuLE 3 
VARIABLE FOR STORING TRANSPORTATION COST OF ApPROPRIATE YEARS 1 
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TASK 2. INDUSTRY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
DURING THIS THREE MANWEEK TASKJ TDC DETERMINED NATURAL GAS 
CURTAILMENTS IN NORTHERN ALABAMA AND SOUTH CENTAL TENNESSEE J 
PERFORMED A SYNFUEL MARKET ASSESSMENT J DETERMINED CURRENT AND 
PROJECTED INDUSTRIAL GROWTH J {IND ANALYZED AN INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL 
CO-GENERATION PARK. 
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TASK 2 - INDUSTRY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
• FUEL CURTAILMENTS 
• SYNFUEL MARKET ASSESSMENT 
• INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 
• CO-GENERATION 
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INDUSTRY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
IN PREVIOUS NASA/MSFC CONTRACTS 1 TDC ESTABLISHED AN INDUSTRIAL DATA BASE CONTAINING 
INDUSTRY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 1 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 1 AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES FOR 1J200 
BUSINESSES IN NORTHERN ALABAMA AND SOUTH CENTRAL TENNESSEE. THE CURRENT TDC CONTRACT EMPHA-
SIZED NEW INDUSTRY MOVING INTO THE TVA REGION BECAUSE OF THE COAL CONVERSION FACILITIES' 
SIGNIFICANT ENERGY AVAILABILITY. TDC ALSO DETERMINED THE PRIME INDUSTRIAL SYNFUEL USERS
1 IN ORDER OF HIGHEST PRIORITY AND PRIMARY SYNFUEL UTILIZATION
1 
TO BE: 
1. CHEMICAL (FEEDSTOCK) 
2. RUBBER (THERMAL) 
3. PRIMARY METALS (THERMAL) 
4. PETROLEUM (THERMAL AND FEEDSTOCK) 
IN 1978 AND 19791 TEXTILES 1 WOOD PRODUCTS 1 RUBBER 1 FABRICATED METALS1 APPAREL1 AND 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT INDUSTRIES GREW THE MOST IN THE TVA AREA. ONLY WOOD PRODUCTS AND RUBBER 
INDUSTRIES ARE LARGE ENERGY AND SYNFUEL USERS. 
NATIONALLY 1 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT1 MACHINE TOOLS 1 PLASTICS 1 CHEMICALS 1 AND METALS 
INDUSTRIES GREW THE MOST. CHEMICALS AND METALS INDUSTRIES UTILIZE THE MOST ENERGY. TDC 
ANALYZED POTENTIAL INDUSTRIAL SITES FOR NEW LARGE ENERGY USERS RELATIVE TO THE MURPHY HILL 
SITE. ESTIMATES WERE MADE ON SYNFUEL UTILIZATION 1 CAPITAL INVESTMENT1 ENERGY USE 1 EMPLOY-MENT AND LAND REQUIREMENTS. 
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CURRENT INDUSTRIES 
• 1200 INDUSTRIES IN 
NORTHERN ALABAMA & 
SO. CENTRAL TENNESSEE 
• PLANT TOURS 
PRIME SYNFUEL USERS 
i CHEMICALS 
• RUBBER 
• PRIM'ARY METALS 
• PETROLEUM 
TVA REGIONAL GROWTH 
• TEXTILES 
• WOOD PRODUCTS 
• RUBBER 
• FABRICATED METALS 
• ApPAREL 
• ELECTRONIC EQUIP. 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 
• ELECTRONIC EQUIP. 
• MACHINE TOOLS 
• PLASTICS 
• ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
• METALS 
• CHEMICALS 
'- - I ~ - :--, ~ . . 
INDUSTRY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
NE~I LARGE 
ENERGY USERS 
• METALS 
-I' CHEM I CALS I ~ 
• RUBBER V 
• TEXTILES 
POTENTIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 
SITES 
• LOCATIONS 
• RELATIVE TO 
MURPHY HILL 
• RESTRICTIONS 
~ 
• WOOD PRODUCTS • TRANSPORTATION 
• PETROLEUM REFINING 
• FOOD PROCESSING 
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NEW INDUSTRIES 
• SYNFUEL USE 
• CAPITAL 
INVESTMENT 
• ENERGY USE 
• EMPLOYMENT 
• LAND 
REQUIREMENTS 
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TVA COAL CONVERSION FACILITY 
MODULE SYNFUELS PRODUCTS 
THE ILLUSTRATION SHOWS THE FOUR-MODULE COAL CONVERSION FACILITY 
PRODUCING MBG. THE FIRST TWO MODULES USE METHANATION UNITS TO 
GENERATE SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS (SNG) WHICH COULD BE SOLD DIRECTLY 
TO DISTRIBUTORS OF NATURAL GAS. MODULE 3 COULD SELL MBG OVER THE 
FACILITY BOUNDARY TO A CHEMICAL FIRM WHICH WOULD CONVERT THE MBG TO 
METHANOL AND THEN GASOLINE. THE FOURTH MODULE COULD GENERATE MBG 
FOR PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION TO INDUSTRIES IN NORTHER ALABAMA. THIS 
STUDY ALSO ANALYZED AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE FOURTH MODULE; THAT IS~ 
AN INTEGRATED CO-GENERATION INDUSTRIAL PARK USING MBG AND/OR METHANOL 
AS FUEL AND FEEDSTOCKS. 
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MODULE 1 
MBG 
-
MODULE 2 
MBG 
TVA COAL CONVERSION FACILITY 
r~ODULE SYNFUELS PRODUCTS 
METHANATION 
- SNG J 
METHANATION 
SNG 
, 
I 
, 
, 
I 
I ~ , 
, 
..1 J 
, 
t , 
I 
,- - - - - - - - - - - - - --
NATURAL GAS 
PIPELINE 
\ Mo~~E 3 I .\ METHANOL 1 i GASOL I NE I 
MODULE 4 
MBG MBG PIPELINE 
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SYNFUELS MARKET POTENTIAL 
A MARKET ASSESSMENT OF THE SIX SYNFUELS WAS MADE FOR UTILIZATION 
IN NORTHERN ALABAMA. THE SUPPLY OF FOUR MODULES PRODUCING THE 
SYNFUEL IS COMPARTED TO 1980 AND 1990 ESTIMATED MARKET DEMANDS. As 
CAN BE SEEN, SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS AND GASOLINE WOULD NOT CREATE AN 
OVER-SUPPLY SITUATION. CURRENTLY, A SMALL OR NON-EXISTENT MARKET 
EXISTS FOR METHANOL AND HYDROGEN. MARKETS COULD BE DEVELOPED FOR 
METHANOL AND HYDROGEN BY INDUSTRIES LOCATING IN NORTHERN ALABAMA AND 
USING THE SYNFUELS FOR FUEL OR FEEDSTOCKS. THE CONCLUSION WHICH CAN 
BE DRAWN FROM THE CHART IS THAT THE 20,000 TPD COAL CONVERSION FACILITY 
WILL SATURATE THE NORTHERN ALABAMA MARKET, AND A DIVERSITY OF PRODUCTS 
WHICH CAN BE EXPORTED (I.E., SNG, ELECTRICITY, GASOLINE) SHOULD BE 
CONSIDERED. 
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SYNfUElS HAkK~1 POTENTIAL 
MbG METHANOL SNG ELECTRICITY 
-
POTENTIAl. tm HI tAI.S INI)('Sl'RIAL Jo'UEI. WIUI': WillE 
CUSTOMERS RUbBER CASOLINE BLENDING INDUS1'RIAL INDUSTRIAL 
ME1AIS PEAK POWER SHAVING USE IJSE 
l'ETROLE1JH 
AMOIINT YEAIH.Y 
PMOOUU:Ok 110.44 86,74 83.42 71.02 
(4 MOO; TbTU/YK) 
---
--_.' .. -~--
1980 rWR'f1l AI.A, 
HARrET (TBTU/YR) 21,0 NONE 124.8 S6.6 (INCLUDES (EXU .UOJ-:S RESIDENTIAL) 
B I Rt-'I NGIIAH) 
-----
1990 NORTH ALA, 
MARKET (TBTU/YR) 40.0 :.SO.O 184.1 83.6 
-
1980/1990** 4.80/30.4S 7.50/35.7) 7.80/30.45 14.115/21.88 PRICE ($/MBTU) 
------,--- - .. --. i CCHiErns TVA PI.ANS TO COUll> CONY I NCE EFFIel ENCY OF .',EL CELL 
SEI.L l/4 OF SEVERAL l.ARGY. SN<: PRODUCT lor. El.Ee1'RICITY 
OUTPUT DIREtWrU INDUSTRIES TO APPEARS HIGH NOT ECONOMICALLY 
TO PIPELINE/ CONVERT TO COMPARED TO MBC C\~PETITIVE WITH 
CIIEMICAL METHANOL AS FOSSIL & NUCl.EAR 
COMPANIES fUEL ELE(''TRICITY 
*<Jot OPERATIONS; 20,000 TI'D; 24,OSO,OOO BTU/TON 
**1980 PRODUCTION COSTS EQUAlS PRICE; 1990 COMPETlNG FUEL ESCALATION PRICE 
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HYDROGEN 
At-IHONIA 
GLASS 
METHANO'~ (+CO) 
HYDROTF.£ATINC 
METAlS 
p~rROJEUH REFINING 
82.16 
1.S 
11.8 
8.20/38.06 
HYDROGEN PRICES 
A STRONG FUNCTION 
OF QUANTITY SOLD 
PER DAY 
-
, , ~ 
GASOLINE 
nIt: .. 
67,31 
139.2 
145.9 
10.80/31.81 
GASOU NE 1>EJ1AN1 
IS EXPELlED ro 
REMAIN FI.AT OR 
DECREASE 
I 
'I , 
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MAJOR INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 
IN TVA REGION 
DURING 1978 AND 19791 ABOUT 180 NEW INDIJSTRIES LOCATED IN 
THE TVA REGION. OVER 200 EXISTING INDUSTRIES EXPANDED THEIR FAC:LITIES. 
EMPLOYMENT INCREASED BY OVER 20 1 000 EACH YEAR. INDUSTRIES RANKED BY 
GROWTH ARE ILLUSTRATED. THE MAJOR INDUSTRIAL GROWTH IS NOT FROM 
LARGE ENERGY USERS. 
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MAJOR INDUSTRIAL GROWTH 
IN TVA REGION 
19la ~ 
NEW PLANTS 171 181 
EXPANSIONS 254 281 
KW DEMAND 277,905 469,505 
INVESTMENT $915,027,000 $2,100,260,000 
EMPLOYMENT 21,637 28,400 
IHQUSTRIES RANKED By GROWTH 
1. INSTRUMENTATION 8. FABRICATED METALS 
2. MACHINERY 9. PAPER· 
3. ELECTRONIC MACHINERY 10. FOOD 
4. ApPAREL 11. RUBBER· 
5. TEXTILE MILLS 12. STONE & CLAY 
6. FURNITURE MANUFACTURING 13. CHEMICALS· 
7. PRIMARY METALS· 
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NORTH ALABAMA INDUSTRIAL 
SYNFUELS SELECTION 
~.r ~." -
PAST TDC STUDIES CONCLUDED THAT THE METALSI CHEMICALSI WOODI 
RUBBER I AND PETROLEUM INDUSTRIES WOULD HAVE A PROPENSITY TO USE 
SYNFUELS OR LARGE AMOUNTS OF ENERGY. THE TVA AREA HAS RESOURCES 
OF WATERI POWER I WOOD I LANDI AND INEXPENSIVE LABOR. CURRENTLY, THERE 
ARE NO PETROLEUM REFINERIES IN NORTHERN ALABM~A; THEREFORE I A REFINERY 
WOULD BE A PRIME NEW INDUSTRY. WITH THE TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE CANAL, 
ALUMNA AND CRUDE COULD BE SHIPPED FROM THE GULF TO NORTHERN ALABAMA. 
NEW INDUSTRIES WOULD LOCATE NEAR THE MURPHY HILL SITE TO AVOID 
TRANSPORTING SYNFUELS LONG DISTANCES. NEW INDUSTRIES LOCATING IN 
NORTHERN ALABAMA COULD BE INTEGRATED WITH EXISTING INDUSTRIES AND 
UTILIZE FUEL CELLS AND CO-GENERATION OF ENERGY. 
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NORTH AlABAMA INDUSTRIAL 
SYNFUELS SELECTION 
• PRIME SYNFUELS INDUSTRIES - METALS. C~EMICALS, WOOD, RUBBER, 
PETROLEUM 
• MAJOR REGIONAL RESOURCES - WATER, POWER, WOOD, LANDI lABOR 
• No PETROLEUM REFINERY IN NORTHERN ALABAMA 
I ACCESS TO ~ORTHERN ALABAMA THROUGH TENN-TOMBIGBEE FROM 
GULF (CRUDE & ALUMNA) 
• EMPHASIZE NEW INDUSTRIES LOCATING NEAR MURPHY HILL 
• DEMONSTRATE NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS FUEL CELLS AND 
CO-GENERATION 
• INTEGRATE WITH EXISTING INDUSTRY SUCH AS ALUMINUM, RUBBER, 
CHEMICALS, WOOD 
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INDUSTRIAL SITE SELECTION 
NEW INDUSTRIAL SITES SHOULD BE SELECTED FOR PROXIMITY TO 
MURPHY HILL WITH ADEQUATE LAND~ ON THE MAIN CHANNEL O~ THE TENNESSEE 
RIVER~ AND BE ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE. FOUR SITES WERE SELECTED 
CONSIDERING THE ABOVE CRITERIA. THREE OF THE SITES ARE OWNED BY 
TVA~ THE FOURTH (THE REVERE SITE AT GOOSE POND) COULD BE SHARED. 
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NAME 
CONNORS 
ISLAND 
FINLEY 
ISLAND 
COURTLAND 
GOOSE POND 
-
~ ~ ..... 
INDUSTRIAL SITE SELECTION 
• PROXIMITY TO MURPHY HILL 
• LAND AVAILABILITY (~200 ACRES) 
• ON MAIN CHANNEL OF RIVER 
• ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE 
• No LARGE INDUSTRIAL RESTRICTIONS 
PRELIMINARY SITES 
CHANNEL 
ApPROXIMATE CURRENT "ILES FROM 
PROX I ~.~ t TY ACRES OwNER f1uRPHY HILL 
GUNTERSVIl.LE 600 TVA 12 
DECATUR 6,000 TVA 62 
COURTLAND 3,000 TVA 82 
SCOTTSBORO 300 REVERE 11 
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INTEGRATED NORTHERN ALABAMA 
CO-GENERATION INDUSTRIAL PARK 
COMBINING SYNFUEL INDUSTRY TYPES~ NORTHERN ALABAMA CHARACTERISTICS~ 
CO-GENERATION~ AND FUEL CELLS~ THE SCHEMATIC SHOWS AN INTEGRATED 
INDUSTRIAL PARK POSSIBLY LOCATING CLOSE TO MURPHY HILL. THE ALUMINUM 
PLANT COULD BE AT REVERE OR THE PAPER MILL WOULD BE AT COURTLAND. 
THE PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL PLANT WOULD BE NEW: VCM IS VINYL 
CHLORIDE MONOMER~ WHICH IS USED TO MAKE PLASTICS~ AND STYRENE IS USED 
IN MAKING TIRE CORD. ALUMNA AND CRUDE COULD BE SHIPPED IN VIA THE 
TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY. 
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ALUMNA 
ZINC 
MANGANESE 
SILICON 
MBG OR 
METHANOL 
MBG OR 
METHANOL POWER 
-
INTEGRATED NORTHERN ALABAMA 
CO-GENERATION INDUSTRIAL PARK 
STEAM 
--
FUEL CELLS 
ALUMINUM 
PLANT 
POWER I I HEAT 
Co-GENERATION 
PLANT 
FINISHED 
ALUMINUM 
CRUDE 
... 
STEAM 
.. 
-POWER 
METHANOL 
- - - -
. . 
..I. FUEL OILS 
PETROLEUM GASOLINE 
REFINERY 
- ETHYLENE 
I (BOILERS 1 GENERATORS 1 LIMESTONE T ) STEAM l PETROCHEMICAL ~ VCM PLANT STYRENE URBINES 
STEAM POYtER 
PULP ~ 
PAPER MILL 
WOOD 
WASTE 
t---_. 
POWER (ETHYLENE-BASED) 
PAPER 
PRODUCTS 
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CO-GENERATION INDUSTRIAL PARK 
ESTIMATED PARAr'ETERS 
ESTIMATES WERE MADE OF FUEL REQUIREMENTS} ELECTRICITY NEEDS, 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT} AND NUMBER OF EMPLO":EES THE INDUSTRIAL PARK WOULD 
REQUIRE. FUEL CELLS AND THE CO-GENERATION PLANT WOULD GENERATE 
ELCCTRICITY AND STEAM. METHANOL AND/OR MBG WOULD BE IMPORTED FROM 
THE COAL GASIFICATION SITE. 
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CO-GENERATION INDUSTRIAL PARK ESTIMATED PARAMETERS 
1980 CAPITAL 
:, 
ELEMENT FUEL REQS. ELECTRICITY INVESTMENT NUMBER OF (TBTU/YR) (TBTU/YR) ($ MILLION) EMPLOYEES 
PAPER MILL 2.5 0.9 350 800 
ALUMINUM 3.0 6.0 400 1,,500 
, 
. PETROLEUM 2.5· 0.3 80 600 REFINERY 
PETROCHEMICAL 1.5· 2.0 110 300 
Co-GENERATION 
PLANT PLUS 50.0·· -- 400 200 
METHANOL REQS. 
FUEL CELLS 10.0·· 
-- 100 150 
TOTALS 60.0 9.2 1,,440 3,,550 
(EXClUDES 
INDUSTRIES) 
·DOES NOT INC~UDE CRUDE AND METHANOL FEEDSTOCKS 
··CO-GENERATION PLANT AND FUEL CELLS GENERATE ELECTRICITY AND STEAM; 
METHANOL IMPORTED 218 
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CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT REQUIREMENTS 
TDC ANALYZED NATURAL GAS MONTHLY DEMAND SCHEDULES AND QUANTITY 
OF FUELS PURCHhSED BY NORTHERN ALABAMA INDUSTRIES. THIS WAS REPORTED 
SEPARATELY UNDER A MEMO ENTITLED "NATURAL GAS DEMAND IN NORTHERN 
ALABAMA", A BRIEF MEDIUM-BTU GAS APPLICATION AND INDUSTRY RETROFIT 
ASSESSMENT WAS MADE. EIGHT LARGE INDUSTRIES IN NORTHERN ALABAMA WERE 
VISITED AND FUEL REQUIREMENTS WERE DETERMINED. 
STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ARE MADE FOLLOWING THE 
TASK OUTPUTS. 
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CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT REQUIREMENTS 
TASK 3 • CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT REQUIREMENTS 
- DEMAND SCHEDULES 
- QUANTITY OF FUELS PURCHASED 
- MEDIUM-BTU GAS ApPLICATION 
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NORTHERN ALABAMA LARGE ENERGY USER PLANT 
1j 
TOURS 
RETROFIT ASSESSMENT 
• CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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INDUSIRY ENERGY CURTAILMENTS 
NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENTS DURING 1977 AND 1978 WERE COMPILED 
BY TDC FOR MAJOR ENERGY CONSUMING INDUSTRIES IN NORTHERN ALABAMA, 
To AVOID RELEASING PROPRIETARY INFORMATION~ THE INDUSTRIES WERE 
GROUPED BY STANDARD INDUSTRIALIZATION CODE (SIC) ON A TWO-DIGIT 
LEVEL. THE LISTED SIC CODES ARE THE GROUPS THE NATURAL GAS CURTAIL-
MENTS WERE AMALGAMATED INTO. 
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INDUSTRY ENERGY CURTAIU1ENTS 
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION 
(SIC) CODES 
SIC Two-DIGIT INDUSTRY TITLE 
22 TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 
26 PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
28 CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
30 RUBBER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 
32 STONE I CLAY I GLASS AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
33 PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRIES 
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NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENTS 
GROUPING ALL THE NORTHERN ALABAMA INDUSTRIES TOGETHER, NATURAL 
GAS CURTAILMENTS RANGED FROM A LOW OF 1,095 BILLION BTU (BBTU) PER 
MONTH DURING APRIL OF 1977, TO A HIGH OF 2,345 BBTU DURING JANUARY 
OF 1978. PEAK CURTAILMENTS OCCURRED DURING THE SUMMER AND WINTER 
MONTHS WHEN RESIDENTS HAVE PRIORITY OVER INDUSTRIES ON ENERGY SUPPLIES. 
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NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENTS FOR SIC's 221 261 281 301 321 33 
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I ............ 
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HIGH 2345 BBTU 
Low 1095 BBTU 
RANGE 1550 BBTU 
... ~ 
o ~\--~--__ --__ --~--~ __ --~--~--~--~--r--
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT Nov DEC JAN FEB MAR 
1977 1978 
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INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS DEMAND 
NORTHERN ALABAMA INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS DEMAND (INCLUDES FUEL 
OIL USEAGE DURING NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENT) IS SHOWN TO PEAK DURING 
THE SUMMER AND WINTER MONTHS. THE VARIATION IN DEMANDS IS OVER 
900 BBTU PER MONTH. 
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MONTHLY VARIATION GF INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS DEMAND 
SIC CODES 221 261 281 301 32 1 33 
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NORTHERN ALABAMA INDUSTRY SURVEY 
EIGHT LARGE ENERGY CONSUMING INDUSTRIES WERE SURVEYED AND VISITED 
DURING JUNE~ 19801 BY REPRESENTATIVES FROM NASA, TDC, AND UAH. RESULTS 
OF THE SURVEY SHOW THAT THE iNDUSTRIES SURVEYED PREFERRED NATURAL GAS 
BECAUSE OF RETROFIT AND HEATING REQUIREMENTS. MoNSANTO COULD USE 
HYDROGEN~ BUT NOT IN THE AMOUNT THAT WOULD BE SIGNIFICANT. ReYNOLDS 
METALS COULD BE A LARGE USER OF SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS BY THE LATE 
1980'sl AND COULD POSSIBLY USE r1BG. 
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NORTIlF.RN ALABAMA INDUSTRY SURVEY 
ESTIMATED ENERGY USEAGE ESTtHATFD 
PRODUCT FUF.L* OTIIER SYNFUE' HF.MANIl f,CIIEOlII.F. COHHt:NTS PLANT NATURAL (T8TU/YR) lITII.IZl· ;t; , ~ VARTANCr,.: GAS OtL ELECTRICAL (1 :!olU/ ••. (TBTU/YR) (TBTU/YR) (TBTlJ/YR) 
0.2 NO FIRM NATURAL FRUEHAUF ALUMINUM 0.6 N/A PROPANE 1.0 SNG 24 HOURS/DAY GAS CONTRACT, EXTRUSIONS ,2 ';-6 DAYS/WK DI RECT FI RE F'l'RUACF.S 
----
TEREPHTLAIC 0.2 8.0 
24 HOURSlDAY CO-GENERATION 
AMOCO 4.4 2.4 BUTANE 7 DAYS/WK INTEREST, ACID 
'6 SNG OR MBG SMAI.L VARIANCE NO FEi':OSTOCK RmS. 
';07. CArACITY 
-
--------_. -. - - ----
24 HOURS/DAY ,''fCERTAIN It' ALUMINUM II.ANT WILL STAY FORD CASTINGS O.Oft -- 0.006 -- -- 7 ()AYS/WK IN rROllllCTION. SMALL VARIANCE PREFERS F.LECTRlrlTY 
.-
ACYLIC, SYN- 1.1 HYDROGEN 24 If OURS/DAY CO-GENERATION, 2.0 STEAM TIJRJ) I NES. MONSANTO THETIC VOOL, 1.8 -- 0.52 LARGE COAL H2 OR HBG 7 DAYS/WK 60 lIYDROGEN POLYESTER. COKE USER SHAt.l. VARIANCE rROIlIICTJON STIIIlIES 
ALUMINUM 0.587 24 HOURS/DAY HBe Rt:TROF IT. FilE J. REYNOLDS 6.9 (ldCLUDES DIESEL, 12.6 0.12 10.0 7 DAYS/WK CEl.L, MIlD STUlll F.S BARS 6r SIIEETS !.UBE, 60 KEROSENE) COAl. SNG OR MBG + 507. VARIANCE IX: rOWt:R N~:F.n 
--------
0.38 24 1I0URS/DAY NO SYNFUEL GOODYEAR TI RES 60 TIJBES 1.1 NIA 
--
I. 5 SNG UTILl7 .... TI ON (GADSDEN) ,6 5-6 OAY \lEEK STUDIES UN[)F.RWAY 
CO-GENERATION, 
REPUBLIC STEEL PUTES 0.2 1.8 6.0 SNG 2/. \lOURS/DAY COAL GA51FICATION STEEL ~ SHEETS 6.0 RIA COAL OR 5-6 DAY \lEEK STUOIE5 PERf"ORtfED: ,2 3.0 HeG + 507. VARIANCE U5E LOW "TU IH.AST 
FURNACE GAS 
GOODYEAR TIRE CORD 0.05 0.5 24 1I0URS/DAY GAS REQUIREMENTS 0.5 NIA PROPANE SENSITIVE TO BTU (DECATUR) & FABRIC ,2 SNG 6 DAYS/WI( CONTENT 
- .. ~ ----------- - --- ----- _ ... --~ ~ .. -.- -- -----
--
----
*RECEtiT NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENTS SMALL; USUALLY UTILIZE FUEL OIL WHEN NATURAL GAS CURTAILED 
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CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT CONCERNS 
FROM THE SURVEYED EIGHT COMPANIES 1 ALL EXPRESSED CONCERN ABOUT 
RETROFIT COSTS. SULFUR CONTENT I COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 1 AND SAFETY 
ARE ALSO CONCERNS OF SOME OF THE INDUSTRIES. 
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CUSTOMER GAS CONSTITUENT CONCERNS· 
PLANT NAME RETROFIT SULFUR CONTENT COMBUSTION PRODUCTS SAFETY 
1. FRUEHAUF X X X X 
2. AMOCO X 
3. FORD X X X 
'4. REYNOLDS X 
5. GOOD YEAR (GAD) X 
6. GOOD YEAR (DEC) X X 
7. REPUBLIC STEEL X X X X 
8. MONSANTO X X 
·THIS EXCLUDES THE COST OF BUYING THE MBG~ AND THE COST OF RETROFITTING CUSTOMER PLANTS 
TO THE MBG. 
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POTENTIAL CUSTOMER UTILIZATION OF MBG 
MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG) CAN BE USED AS A THERMAL SOURCE OR 
FEEDSTOCK. ALL THE SURVEYED INDUSTRIES COULD USE MBG IN INDIRECT 
HEATING. ONLY AMOCO AND MONSANTO COULD USE MBG AS A FEEDSTOCK. 
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FLAME 
CONTACT 
• FRUEHAUF 
• FORD 
• REPUBLIC STEEL 
THERMAL 
SOURCE 
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POTENTIAL CUSTOMER UTILIZATION OF MBG 
INDIRECT 
HEATING 
• r-RUEHAUF 
• AMOCO 
• FORD 
• REYNOLDS 
• GOOD YEAR (GAD) 
• GOOD YEAR (DEC) 
o REPUBLIC STEEL 
• r'10NSANTO 
MBG 
CATALYTIC 
PROCESS 
(NONE) 
CHEMICAL 
FEEDSTOCK 
NON-CATALYTIC 
PROCESS 
• AMoco 
• MONSANTO 
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INDUSTRIAL GAS CONSTITUENTS 
COMMERCIAL-GRADE INDUSTRIAL GAS CONSTITUENTS ARE SHOWN FOR A 
VARIETY OF GASES. KOPPERS-ToTZEK (K-T) MBG IS ALSO SHOWN FOR 
REFERENCE. METHANE (OR NATURAL GAS) HAS AN ENERGY CONTENT AROUND 
1000 BTU/FT3 COMPARED TO THE K-T MBG OF 300 BTU/FT3. 
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.. ,' . INDUSTRIAL GAS CONSTITUENTS 
- COMMERCIAL GRADE -
CARBON CARBON KOPPERS-
CONSTITUENTS HYDROGEN MONOXIDE DIOXIDE NITROGEN OXYGEN METHANE TOTZEK 
CO2 2000 PPM 99.5% 0.002% 10 PPM 0.70% 9.3% 
O2 20 PPM 0.4% 0.086% 0.02% 99.6% 0.1% 
N 2 5 PPM 0.8% 0.342% 99.9% 0.5% 0.47% 1.0% 
H2 99.95% 0.7% 34.3% 
! H2O 0.072% 0.001% 10 PPM 1.9% ~ CO 98.0% 53.0% ~: t 
I CH4 93.63% 0.5% " " , " ': 
',ill': 
~; 
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KOPPERS-TOTZEK MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG) 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 
FLAME TEMPERATURES FOR MBG AND NATURAL GAS ARE ABOUT THE SAME. 
THE BURNER NOZZLES OF BOILERS WILL HAVE TO BE MODIFIED SINCE THE 
STREAM VELOCITIES AND FUEL RICHNESS ARE DIFFERENT. USING MBG INSTEAD 
OF NATURAL GAS WILL PROBABLY CAUSE FLUES TO BE MODIFIEDj PIPING 1 
VALVES 1 AND CONTROLS WILL HAVE TO BE MODIFIED. EACH PLANT WILL HAVE 
TO BE ANALYZED FOR RETROFIT OF MBG SINCE BOILERS 1 BURNERS 1 AND 
PIPING ARE UNIQUE. 
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KOPPERS-TOTZEK MEDIUM-BTU GAS (MBG) 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 
• FLAME TEMPERATURE OF 36000F Is ABOUT SAME FOR MBG AND NATURAL 
GAS 
• BURNER FLAME LENGTH TO NOZZLE DIAMETER RATIO FOR MBG Is ABOUT 
1/3 OF NATURAL GAS 
• NATURAL GAS BURNER NOZZLES WILL HAVE TO BE MODIFIED FOR MBG 
STREAM VELOCITIES AND FUEL RICHNESS TO PREVENT 
FLASHBACK 
• STEAM BOILER USEAGE OF MBG WILL CAUSE FLUE GAS VOLUME AND 
STEAM FROM HYDROGEN PROBLEMS 
• MBG PIPING~ VALVES J AND CONTROLS WILL HAVE TO BE RETROFITTED 
• MBG IGNITABILITY IN GENERAL Is No PROBLEM 
• EACH PLANT USEAGE OF MBG WILL BE UNIQUE AND RETROFIT ~TUDIES 
WILL HAVE TO BE PERFORMED 
- - -
, . 
j 
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GASEOUS FUELS 
NATURAL GAS} IN NORMAL USAGE} IS CONSTRUED TO BE A NATURALLY 
OCCURRING MIXTURE OF HYDROCARBONS AND NON-HYDROCARBONS ASSOCIATED 
WITH PETROLIFEROUS GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS. IT CONSISTS PRIMARILY OF 
METHANE (CH4) WITH MINOR AMOUNTS OF ETHANE (C2H6) AND OTHER HEAVIER 
HYDROCARBONS AND CERTAIN NON-COMBUSTIBLES SUCH AS CARBON DIOXIDE} 
NITROGEN} AND HELIUM. NATURAL GAS AS SUPPLIED BY THE UTIL!TY COMPANIES 
USUALLY CONTAINS FROM 80 TO 95 PERCENT METHANE} WITH ETHANE} PROPANE} 
AND NITROGEN MAKING UP THE REMAINDER. THE HEATING VALU~ OF SUCH 
GASES RANGES FROM 900 TO 1200 BTU/cU.FT.} WITH THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
(AIR = 1.0) VARYING FROM 0.58 TO 0.79. 
ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO SINGLE COMPOSITION THAT MAY BE TERMED THE 
HTYPICALH NATURAL GAS} THE NEXT TABLE SHOWS ANALYSES OF NATURAL GAS AS 
DISTRIBUTED IN A NUMBER OF CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES. 
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~ 
City 
81\ 1 t "1I0rt!, HD 
1\1 rnl nRh:IIII, AL 
8o!'ton, HA 
Co hUlhu II , Ohio 
DAII .... , T .. ,un 
lic>u"ton, Te ..... 
Ie.,n!'"" C;lty, HO 
La!' AnReJ.e,., CA 
Htlvaukel!', WI 
Nl!'v Yor-k, NY 
Phoenix, AZ 
Salt Lake City, UT 
San Francisco, CA 
UallhtnRton, p.e. 
!;l~ 
!~ 
8:: §: 
*Source: 
AJIAI.YSES OF NATURAl. (:A!-;. 
Ht-th .. ne F.thant" 
94.40 1.40 
91. II. 2.50 
93.S1 1.82 
91.54 1.S8 
86.10 7.25 
92.50 4.80 
12 .19 6.'.2 
86.50 8.00 
89.01 5.19 
94.52 1.21t 
87.17 8.11 
It 1. 17 S.29 
88.69 7.01 
95.U 2.84 
Ref. 1 
Pro,ulnt" IkJt .. ne!' Pentnnt"11 
0.60 O.SO 0.00 
.67 .12 .12 
.93 .28 .01 
0.66 .22 .06 
2.78 .48 .07 
2.00 .30 I .. . 2.91 .50 .06 
1.90 .)0 .10 
l.n .66 .4·i 
0.73 .26 .10 
2.26 .n .00 
1.69 .5S .1ft 
1. 93 .28 .01 
0.61 .24 .05 
--
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lIell"ne!'! CO2 "2 rlus 
0.00 0.60 
.OS 1.06 2.14 
.06 0.9/• 0.3CJ 
.OJ .8S 1.11 
.02 .61 2.41 
... .21 I o.n 
Tr .. ce .22 H.IO 
.10 .0;0 2.60 
.02 . oc 2.11 
.09 .70 0.11 
.00 .61 1.J7 
.01 .2'1 0.82 
.00 .62 1.4J 
.05 .62 0.42 
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IMPU' i ES Ir~ RAW NATUPAL 
ANALYSIS OF A SAMPLE OF NATURAL GAS· 
COMPONENT 
METHANE • • 
ETHANE 
PROPANE • 
N-BuTANE 
ISOBUTANE • • • • • • • • 
N-PENTANE • • • • • • • • 
ISOPENTANE 
CYCLOPENTANE 
HEXANE + HYDROCARBONS 
NITROGEN • • • • • • 
OxYGEN 
ARGON • • 
HYDROGEN 
HYDROGEN SULFIDE 
CARBON DIOXIDE 
HELIUM • • • 
• 
MOLE % 
76.2 
6.4 
3.8 
1.3 
O.S 
0.3 
0.3 
0.1 
0.3 
9.8 
TRACE 
TRACE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.45 
• PANHANDLE NATURAL GAS FIELD (TEXAS). 
- - 9 
-", 
p.,,:"~..;.J.;- ..... " ... ~ .... ,~b· .. '. :._ a_QUE ... 
*Source: Ref. 1 
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CARBON COMPOSITION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM 
NUMBER OF CARBON ATOMS 
'j FUEL Tyfl. IN THE FUEL 
\ 61.S C1-C4 GASOLINE C5-C12 
.., , KEROSENE C1o-C16 
\ FUEL OIL C15-C22 LUBRICATING ('IL (19-(35 , 
, 
RESIDUE C36-C90 
*Source: Ref. 2 
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ANAI.YSI-:S OF WORLD CRUDE OTl.S 
-- r--' -------
Ar:1ht:m Hln:1!;, Cellt 1':1\ Pul nmaycl C;1J1f NIp-prill Slim ... t r a, Toppf'ci Co 10mb 1. .. 
Gr:wlty, °API 30.0 35.3 15.0 3" . 7 
Distillltion. of: 
Type n 86 D 86* UOP 76 of Vol.7. of Vol7. 
IBP (initial bot ling point) 71 173 59/. IRP 400 3/ •. 1 1 BP 1/.0 6.3 
57. 160 216 662 1.00-500 9.3 140-170 1.8 
10 231 246 699 500-650 20.3 ]70-310 16.8 
20 287 295 750 650-750 9.0 310-520 26.5 
]0 ... 341 792 750-900 11.4 520-680 19.] 
50 330 ',27 890 900. 17.2 680+ 10.9 
70 1.35 497 10/.2 .. . . .. ... . .. 
90 1.52 5]') Cracked ... " . .. . . .. 
95 526 ,19 ... " . " . . .. . .. 
EP (end Point) 526 639 10/.2+ " . " . . .. . .. 
'X. recovered 99.0 72.5 101.3 101.6 
t residue ., . 1.0 27.5 .. . " . 
Total sulfur. wt 7. ].1':5 0.2 0.4'J 0.16 
Reid vapor pressure, psi~ 3.8 
Pour point. OF 
-13 0 ',5 20 
GaRoline, vol t 29.1 11 34.1 2/ •. 9 
Kerosine, vol 7. 16.0 Hi 9.3 26.5 
Gas oils, vol 'X. 12.5 IJ, '.0.7 19.] 
Residuum, vol 7. 1.2.4 ')9 17.2 W.9 
Hetals in gas oils, ppm: 
Vanadium 0 ... 25 0.7 
Nickel 0 ... 11 5.1 
Iron 3 
Salt, Ib/l.OOO bbl 12 ... Trace 5 
-
._-
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Source: Ref. 1 
.- ------ - --- -. 
lolIll a. Vf'llI'711f'1:1 I rail 
1---------- -
'}'j 1 ltl.h 
-f-
I\empel Vol.7. Hempel 
IBP 122 0.1 ISP 127 1.5 
122-167 l.i 122-167 2.8 
167-212 2.3 161-212 I .. .., 
212-251 3.7 212-2'>7 6 .J 
251-302 3.9 7. I 
302-347 4.1 107-347 5.6 
]47-]92 3.6 147-392 5.1. 
392-437 ].4 392-437 5./. 
437-482 4.7 1.37 -482 S.5 
482- 527 6.0 482-527 7.4 
527-583 2.2 527-583 2.6 
583-633 5.1 58]-631 6_6 
6D-687 4.9 631-687 S.6 
687-738 5.2 687 -738 5.1 
718-790 7.1 7lS-7CJO .., 'J 
-----f-
57.7 17.1 
42.1 22. 'j 
1. 69 1.17 
S .., 
18.'4 31. '} 
14.1 ]R.1 
_____ . L.-. ____ . ______ 
I{"", .. , i I 
II 'l 
r In 
2-1£.7 
7 -1 II 
2-7.,7 
7-J117 
'}- 1.'.7 
1- \Q? 
2 -I. , 7 
7 .. '.f!;r 
2-<''17 
7 - ')H 1 
1-" 11 
l·f,R 1 
7-7 HI 
8 - !''If) 
V •. " 
-1 (,.' 
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.. '~. r." 
11 
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TYPICAL ULTI~ATE ANALYSES OF PETROLEUM FUELS 
Low High 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 4 sulfur. sulfur. 
Composition. fuel oil fuel oil fuel oil No.6 F.O. No. 6 
'%. (41.5° A.P.I.) (33° A.P.I.) (23.2° A.P.I.) (12.6° A.P.I.) (15.5 0 A. P. I. ) 
Carbon . . . 86.4 87.3 86.47 87.26 84.67 
Hydro~en . . 13.6 12.6 11. 65 10.49 11.02 
Oxygen . 0.01 0.04 0.27 0.64 0.38 
Nitrogen . 0.003 0.006 0.24 0.28 0.18 
Sulfur . . . 0.09 0.22 1. 35 0.84 3.97 
Ash . . <0.01 <:::0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 
C/H Patio 6.35 6.93 7.42 8.31 7.62 
L. 
Source: Ref. 1 
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CHEM I CAL AND PHYS I CAL PROPERT I ES~'; 
PETROLEUM FUELS CONSIST PRIMARILY OF PARAFFINS) ISOPARAFFINS) AROMATICS) 
AND NAPHTHENES) PLUS RELATED HYDqOCARBON DERIVATIVES OF SULFUR) OXYGEN) AND 
NITROGEN THAT WERE NOT REMOVED BY REFINING. OLEFINS ARE ABSENT OR NEGLIGIBLE 
EXCEPT WHERE CREATED BY CRACKING OR OTHER SEVERE REFINING. VANADIUM AND NICKEL 
COMPOUNDS ARE LOW IN VOLATILITY AND DO NOT DISTILL INTO THE No. 1 AND No. 2 
FUEL OIL FRACTIONS. VACUUM-TOWER DISTILLATES WITH A FINAL BOILING POINT 
EQUIVALENT TO 850 TO 10500F. AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ARE OCCASIONALLY AVAIL-
ABLE AS FUEL NOT CONFORMING WITH A.S.T.M. SPECIFICATIONS AND MAY CONTAIN 0.1 
TO 0.5 P.P.M. VANADIUM AND NICKEL. 
THE BLACK VISCOUS DISTILLATION-TOWER BOTTOMS (RESIDUUM) MAY BE TAKEN 
DIRECTLY FROM THE STILL AND BURNED AS INDUSTRIAL FUEL WITHOUT COOLING BELOW 
4500F.) OR MAY BE BLENDED INTO THE RESIDUAL FUELS OF COMMERCE. DILUTED WITH 
5 "fO 20 PER CENT DISTILLATE THIS BECOMES No.6 FUEL OIL) OR IT MAY BE CUT 
bACK WITH 20 TO 50 PER CENT DISTILLATE TO MAKE No.4 AtID 5 FUEL OILS FOR 
COMMERCIAL liSE) AS IN SCHOOLS AND APARTMENT HOUSES. DISTILLATE-RESIDUAL 
BLENDS ARE ALSO USED AS DIESEL FUEL IN LARGE STATIONARY AND MARINE ENGINES. 
HOWEVER) DISTILLATES WITH INADEQUATE SOLVENT PO~'ER \,HLL PRECIPITATE ASPHALTENES 
AND OTHER HIGH-MOLECULAR-WEIGHT COLLOIDS FROM "VISBROKEN" (SEVERELY HEATED) 
RESIDUALS. ~ BLOTTER TEST) A.S.T.M. D 2781) CAN BE USED TO DETECT SLUDGE IN 
PILOT BLENDS. CENTRIFUGE TESTS) FILTRATION TESTS) AND MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
HAVE ALSO BEEN USED. 
No.6 FUEL OIL CONTAINS 10 TO 500 P.P.M. VANADIUM AND NICKEL IN COMPLEX 
ORGANIC MOLECULES) PRINCIPALLY PROPHYRINS) WHICH CANNOT ECONOMICALLY BE REFINED 
OUI OF THE OIL. SALT) SAND) RUST) AND DIRT MAY ALSO BE PRESENT) GIVING No.6 
A TYPICAL ASH CONTENT OF 0.01 TO 0.5 PER CENT BY WEIGHT. 
*Source: Ref. 1 
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COMBUSTION DEPOSITS* 
RESIDUAL FUELS COST I.F~S AND HAVE HIGHER HEAT CONTENT PER GALLON THAN DISTILLATE 
FUELS~ BUT THEY USUALLY HAVE HIGHER SULFUR CONTENT PLUS SODIUM~ VANADIUM 1 NICKEL. AND 
OTHER ASH-FORMING INGREDIENTS. IN AND NEAR THE COMBUSTION ZONE~ MOSTEN ASH CAN 
CAUSE CORROSION AND DEPOSITS; IN OTHER AREAS THAT ARE BELOW 3500F.~ WATER AND 
SULFUR COMPOUNDS CONDENSE INTO CORROSIVE ACID SOLUTIONS. 
DURING COMBUSTION 1 THE ASH-FORMING MATERIALS ARE CONVERTED TO OXIDES WHICH 
INTERACT TO FORM A VARIETY OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS. IF THEY COOL AND SOLIDIFY BEFORE 
STRI~ING A SOLID SURFACE 1 THE ASH PARTICLES ARE LIKELY TO PASS THROUGH THE EQUIPMENT. 
HOWEVER~ PARTS OF A BOILER (OR GAS TURBINE OR DIESEL ENGINE) WHICH np~~ATE AT THE 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE OR HIGHER MAY ACCUMULATE SLAG DEPOSITS A~~D BE SUBJECT TO 
CATASTROPHIC CORROSION. VANADIUM COMPOUNDS ARE PARTICULARLY CO~ROSIVE WHEN MOLTEN. 
COMBUSTION AIR OFTEN CARRIES DUST THAT AFFECTS FURNACES. A CLASSICAL EXAMPLE 
IN LIMESTONE AREAS IS THE DIOPSITE FORMED IN THE FLAME BY LIMESTONE AND SILICA DUST~ 
AND DEPOSITED ON REFRACTORIES AS A GLASS. SPALLING OCCURS WHEN THE FURNACE COOLS 
BECAUSE THE DIOPSITE AND REFRACTORY SHRINK AT DIFFERENT RATES. 
ASHES ARE MIXTURES OF COMPOUNDS WITH DIFFERENT SINTERING AND SOFTENING TEMPERATURES 1 
AND FUSION MAY OCCUR OVER A RANGE OF 200°F. BETWEEN THE INITIAL SINTERING AND FINAL 
COMPLETE LIQUEFACTION. FOR EXAMPLE~ V205 MELTS AT 12430F.~ BUT OIL ASH FUSION TEMPER-
ATURES RANGE FROM BELOW 1000 TO OVER 20000F' 1 DEPENDING ON THE RELATIVE CONCENTRATIONS 
OF FLUXES (PRINCIPALLY SODIUM) AND REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS (SUCHAS SILICA~ MAGNESIA 1 
AND ALUMINA). As A GENERAL RULE 1 VANADIUM CORROSION USUALLY OCCURS AT TEMPERATURES 
ABOVE 12500F' 1 AND SULFIDATION (ATTACK OF NICKEL ALLOYS BY SULFATES) ABOVE 16500F. 
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MAGNESIAI EpSOM SALTS I AND OTHER INEXPENSIVE MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS ARE ADDED AT 
MG/V WEIGHT RA.TIOS OF 3 TO 1 OR 3.5 TO 1 TO PREVENT CORROSION AND DEPOSITION BY 
RAISING THE ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE. THERE IS DISAGREEMENT OVER THE VALUE OF ALUMINA 
AS A COADDITIVE TO OVERCOME THE SLIGHT TENDENCY OF MAGNESIA TO FORM DEPOSITS. 
CALCIUM COMPOUNDS HAVE BEEN WIDELY TESTED BUT ARE NOW CONSIDERED UNDESIRABLE BECAUSE 
THEY FORM HARDI ADYERENTI INSOLUBLE DEPOSITS. ~NGANESE COMPOUNDS ANDI TO A LESSER 
EXTENTI LEAD AND COPPER COMPOUNDS ARE BEING USED AS COMBUSTION CATALYSTS TO REDUCE 
SOOT AND SMOKE FORMATION. ASIDE FROM ADDITIVES DESIGNED TO MODIFY THE ASH OR COM-
BUSTION PERFORMANCE I THERE ARE MANY PROPRIETARY ADDITIVES SOLD TO BENEFIT THE FUEL 
HANDLING SYSTEr". THESE MAY CONTA~N SOLVENTS OR DISPERSANTS TO COMBAT SLUDGE DEPOSITS I 
EMULSIFIERS OR DEEMULSIFIERS FOR WATER IN THE FUELI CORROSION INHIBITORS I AND OTHER 
SPECIFIC FUNCTIONAL INGREDIENTS. FUEL SUPPLIERS SHOULD BE CONSULTED FOR POSSIBLE 
ADVERSE REACTIONS BETWEEN THE ADDITIVE AND FUELI AND CLAIMS FOR THE ADDITIVE SHOULD 
BE EVALUATED CtlUTIOUSLYI BUT THEIR POTENTIAL USEFULNESS FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
PROBLEMS SHOULD NOT BE OVERLOOKED. 
~rSource: Ref. 1 
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TYPICAL SLAG FROM BOILER FIRED WITH NO, 6 FUEL OIL* 
SUPERHEATER 
OIL ASH} DEPCSIT} 
% % 
SI02 1.7 7.0 
AL203 0.3 4.1 
FE203 3.8 5.8 
CAD 1.7 4.5 
t1GO 1.1 2.5 
NIO 1.9 1.1 
V20S 7.9 0.9 
NA20 31.3 23.7 
S03 42.3 46.4 
* FROM MCILROY} HOLLER} AND LEE} A.S.M. E~ PAPER NO. S2-A-160 
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FUEL CHARACTERISTICS* 
FUELS USED IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINES OF THE INTERNAL-COMBUSTION TYPE ARE 
USUALLY DERIVATIVES OF PETROLEUM~ OR ELSE NATURAL OR MANUFACTURED GASES. 
ALCOHOLS Arm MIXTURES OF GASOLINE AND ALCOHOL OR BENZOL CAN ALSO BE USED. 
A GAS ENGINE WILL OPERATE SATISFACTORILY ON ANY GAS WHICH IS FREE OF DUST~ 
NON-CORROSIVE (I.E.~ LESS THAN EO GRAINS H2S PER 100 cu. FT.)~ DOES NOT 
DETONATE, DOES NOT PREIGNITE DURING COMPRESSION STROKE~ AND PRODUCES 
ENOUGH HEAT ON BU~Nlflr- TO DEVELOP POWER. 
IN GENERAL THE FUEL MUST HAVE A HEAT CAPACITY OF OVER 600 BTU/cu. FT. 
GASOLINE ENGINES REQUIRE IN ADDITION THAT THE FUEL WILL VAPORIZE IN THE 
r:ARBURETOR. DIESELS WILL BURN ANY FUEL THAT CAN BE INJECTED~ PROVIDED 
THAT IT WILL BURN UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, POSSESSES SUFFICIENT 
LUBRICITY TO LUBRICATE THE INJECTION PLUNGERS~ WILL SUPPLY ENOUGH HEAT, 
AND IS GRIT-FREE, CONTAINING LESS THAN 3 PER CENT SULFUR, 70 P.P.M. 
VANADIUM~ AND 125 P.P.M. VANADIUM PENTOXIDE. MOST DIESEL ENGINES USE 
EITHER No. 2 OR No. 5 FUEL OILS. THE LATTER MUST BE HEATED TO A VISCOSITY 
OF 50 TO 70 S.S.U. (2500F. APPROXIMATELY) FOR PROPER INJECTOR LUBRICATION 
AND INJECTIJN CHARACTERISTICS. 
GASEOUS FUELS CONTAINING FRACTIONS WHOSE IGNITION TEMPERATURE IS 
LOWER THAN THAT OF METHANE MAY REQUIRE THE USE OF LOW-COMPRESSION HEADS 
AND A RESULTIN~ DERATING OF THE GAS ENGINE. 
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THE METHOD OF REPORTING FUEL CONSUMPTION VARIES AMONG THE DIFFERENT 
INDUSTRIES AND ALSO AMONG COUNTRIES. TRADE ASSOCIATIONS USUALLY HAVE 
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES. THUS THE DIESEL ENGINE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
(UNITED STATES) CALCULATES EFFICIENCIES BASED ON THE LOWER HEATING VALUE 
(LHV) FOR GAS FUELS AND THE HIGHER HEA71NG VALUE FOR OIL FUELS. IT IS 
GENERAL PRACTICE TO REPORT GAS-ENGINE PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF BTU/HP.-HR. 
(LHV) AND OIL-ENGINE PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF POUNDS OF FUEL CONSUMED PER 
HORSEPOWER-HOUR. FOR ELECTRIC rOWER PLANTS 1 FUEL CONSUMPTION IS REPORTED 
IN TERMS OF KILOWATTS. THE AUXILIARIES INCLUDED WITH ENGINE-EFFICIENCY 
CALCULATIONS VARY WITH INDUSTRY PRACTICE. 
*Source: Ref. 1 
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RETROFIT OF INDUSTRIAL BURNER~* 
COMBUSTION TRIALS .'ERE COMPLETED WITH TrlE FOURTH BURNER (HIGH-FORWARD-
MOMENTUM) AND THE FIFTH BURNFR (FLAT-FLAME). EXPERIMENTS HAVE BEGUN WITH THE 
SIXTH BURNER (HIGH-EXCESS-AIR), THE HIGH-FORWARD-MOMENT~M BURNER COULD BE 
OPERATED WITH A STABLE FLAME USING ALL THREE OF THE SUBSTITUTE FUEL GASES 1 
KOP~ERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN (KTO)I WELLMAN-GALUSHA AIR (MGA) AND WINKLER AIR (WA) , 
KTD PERFORMED SLI~HTLY BETTER THAN NATURAL GAS IN TERMS OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY 
WHILE Wf,A AND WA DID NOT PERFORM AS WELL AS NATURAL GAS. 
THE FLAT-FLAME BURNER COULD NOT BE OPERATED WITH A FLAT-FLAME USING ANY 
OF THE SUBSTITUTE FjfLS, S"SSEQUENT EXPERIMENTS FOUND THAT MODIFYING THE AIR 
INLeT AUD DOWNRATINC, THE BURNER FROM 3 MILLION BTU/HR TO 2 MILLION BTU/HR 
COULD ACHIEVE A FLAT-FLAME WITH KTO FUEL GAS. MUCH MORE SERIOUS ~OWNRATING 
WOULD BE NECESSARY FOR THE Low-BTU ~ELLMAN-GALuSHA AIR AND WINKLER AIR FUEL 
GASES ON THIS PARTICULAR BURNER. 
"'(Source: Ref. 3 
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ABSTRACr'( 
. DATA WERE GATHERED TO DETERMINE THE PERFORMANCE OF A HIGH-FORWARD-
MOMENTUM BURNER WHEN RETROFIT WITH THREE LOW-TO-MEDIUM-BTU GASES. THE 
BURNER WAS FIRED ON THE IGT PILOT··SCALE TEST FURNACE WITH A LOAD SIMULATING 
ONE ZONE OF A CG~TINUOUS REFRACTORY KILN OR ONE INSTANT DURING THE HEAT-UP 
OF A BATCH KILN. THE LOW-AND MEDIUM-BTU GASES SIMULATED FOR THESE COMBUSTION 
TRIALS WERE KOPPERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN} HELLMAN-r,ALUSHA AIR} AND WINKLER AIR FUEL 
GASES. ALL OF THE SUBSTITUTE FUELS EXHIBITED STABLE FLAMES WHEN DIRECTLY 
RETROFIT ON THE BURNER. KOPPERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN GAVE A THERMAL EFFICIENCY 
SLIGHTLY GREATER THAN THAT FOR NATURAL GAS} BUT WELLMAN-GALUSHA AND 
WINKLER AIR FUEL GASES EACH HAD LOWER EFFICIENCIES. KOPPERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN 
AND WELLMAN-GALUSHA AIR FUEL GASES HAD FLAME LENGTHS LONGER THAN THAT FOR 
NATURAL GAS} WHEREAS WINKLER AIR FUEL GAS HAD A FLAME LENGTH COMPARABLE TO 
THE NATURAL GAS FLAME. 
*Source: Ref. 4 
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APPRC'ACH * 
COMBUSTION DATA WAS GATHERED FOR EIGHT TYPES OF INDUSTRIAL BURNERS 
WITH THREE Low-BTU GASES IN ORDER TO EVALUATE THE MAGNITUDE OF THE RETROFIT 
PROBLEM. THE THREE GASES ARE KOPPERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN) WELLMAN-GALUSHA AIR) 
AND ~INKLER AIR. THE EIGHT TYPES OF BURNERS ARE FORWARD FLOW) KILN) NOZZLE 
~IX) HIGH FORWARD MOMENTUM) FLAT FLAME) HIGH EXCESS AIR) PREMIX TUNNEL) AND 
BOILER BURNER. THE FIRING LEVEL AND LOAD CONFIGURATION ON THE IGT PILOT-
SCALE FURNACE WILL BE ADJUSTED TO SIMULATE A FURNACE ON WHICH EACH BURNER 
IS. TYPICALLY FOUND. THE FOLLOWING DATA WILL THEN BE COLLECTED: 
• RATE OF GAS AND AIR FLOW INTO THE BURNEP. 
• COMBUSTION AIR PREHEAT TEMPERATURE 
• VELOCITY OF FUEL AND AIR AT BURNER OUTLET 
• FLUE-GAS TEMPERATURE 
• VOLUME OF FLUE GASES 
• FLUE-GAS SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS 
• HEAT ABSORPTION PROFILE 
• RESONANCE NOISE LEVEL 
• FLAME LENGTH MEASUREMENTS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF THE FLAME 
• FLAME-WIDTH MEASUREMENTS 
• FURNACE EFFICIENCY 
• RADIANT HEAT FLUX FROM THE FLAME 
• RADIANT HEAT FLUX ACROSS THE FURNACE 
• POST FLAME EMISSIVITY 
• AVERAGE FLAME TEMPERAfURE AT SIX AXIAL A~D TEN RADIAL POSITIONS ALONG 
TH~ FURNACE CENTER LINE 
• FLOW DIRECTION PROFI~E 
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THIS REPORT PRESENTS THE RESULTS OF COMBUSTION TRIALS USING A NORTH 
AMERICAN MANUFACTURING CO. TEMPEST BURNER} WHICH IS REPRESENTATIVE OF THE HIGH-
FORWARD-MOMENTUM (HFM) BURNER TYPE. THE BURNER SIZE AND FIRINf, ~ATE WERE 
CHOSEN TO SIMULATE THE FIRING DENSITY (BTU/CF-HR) IN A REFRACTORY KILN. 
*Source: Ref. 4 
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NOMINP.L CHARACTERISTICS OF KOPPERS-TOTZEK MEDIUM ETU GAS* 
Eua 
KOPPERS-ToTZEK 
OXYGEN 
*Source: Ref. 4 
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co 
53.0 
HZ 
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CO2 CH4 
9.3 0,5 
N2 
1.0 
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ADIABATIC 
HEATING FLAME 
VALUE" TEMP,,* SPECIFIC 
H2O BTU/SCF OF GRAVITY 
1.9 287 3570 0.68 
~.,"--l L-...: l:.....-...i L-...i. ......... ......." ---... .......... 
1.- -' ... 
: f 
, 
.. -" ...... 
,.\,; -po 
,It ' 
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.. ~ 
~'u.'1 Ti'l'~ 
N.,lural Gas 
It 
t'u., I d 
Flow. 
~~!"ll!~ 
2.9011 
I<~ 'pp.' 1"9 - Tut :lek W. ~~O 
(~x,,,,..cn 
~~ 
~~ ==~ §~ §~ 
'kSource: 
Alrh Fuel' 
now. Veloci t y, 
!i~!'!I~R __ !!L!.. 
'jO.670 Bl 
21 •• 1'>(1 1138 
Ref, 4 
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fURNI\(f ANIl HHili-FflHIMIUl-MOMENllIM BURNER OPERATION (IlNDlTlottS* 
Air ."Iuc Gal; Vulum ... Flow Flame Thermal
d 
Velocity, Teml'gratlll"C, Flue (;a. I.ength. Efficiency, 
_f.t:.h __ ~F ~_ SCf !!!!!... _ em "L 
--" --- -----. 
--------
200 2ab9 33.540 66 34.0 
1'>8 ]119 30,nO 111 n,5 
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Flue Gas Anal~sis ___ ~_ 
NO
x 
CO CO2 ~ ";! 
===Ppm- '1, Ory Basis 
49 20 10,8 1.9 8; 
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TEMPERATURE PROFILES (oC) FOR 
NATURAL GAS ON THE HIGH-
MOMEN1TM BURNER 
p-o-___ Flue -------1 
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TEMPERATURE PROFILE (oC) FOR 
KOPPERS-TOTZEK OXYGEN FUEL 
GAS ON THE HIGH-FORWARD-
MOMENTUM BURNER 
Fl ue ------. 
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HEAT-ABSORPTION PROfILES FOR KOPPERS-TOTZEK OXYGEN AND 
NATURAL GAS ON THE HIGH-fORWARD-MOMENTUM BURNER 
0:--~ {)::- KOPPERS-ToTZEK OXYGEN 
- - - - NATURAL GAS 
, , ,1 
0.2 O,ll 0.6 0.8 1.0 
DISTANCE FROM BURNER WALL 
FURNACE LENGTH 
Source: r-cf. 4 I 
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KOPPERS-TOTZEK OXYGEN FUEL GAS RETROF IT CONCLUS I eNS'" 
KIO WILL GIVE FEW PROBLEMS WHEN RETROFITTED TO THIS BURNER IF THE 
EXTENDED FLAME LENGTH (Ill CM VS. 66 CM) IS ACCEPTABLE. THIS WILL PROBABLY 
BE THE CASE FOR MANY APPLICATIONS OF THIS BURNER. THE THERMAL EFFICIENCY 1 
FLAME TEMPERATURES 1 AND HfAT ABSORPTION PROFILE ARE ALL SIMILAR TO THOSE 
MEASURED FOR NATURAL GAS. 
*Source: Ref. 4 
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GAS CONSTITUENT REQUIREMENTS 
- DATA SEARCH -
• A PRELIMINARY SURVEY Of INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES INDICATED THAT: 
_ PLANT-SPECIFIC DATA Is ABSENT. 
_ ApPARENTLY SIMILAR PROCESSING ROUTES MAY USE 
DIFFERENT MIXES OF FUEL EVEN THOUGH THE TOTAL 
ENERGY CONSUMED Is THE SAME. 
_ DIFFERENT COMPANIES OPERATING ApPARENTLY 
IDENTICAL SYSTEMS FREQUENTLY CONSUME DIFFERENT 
AMOUNTS OF ENERGY BECAUSE OF PLANT AGEl DEGREE 
OF MAINTENANCEI ETC. 
_ PROCESS ENERGY DIFFERENCES MAY ARISE BECAUSE OF 
DIFFERENT WAYS OF UTILIZING THERMAL By-PRODUCTS 
SUCH AS WASTE STEAMI FLAMMABLE By-PRODUCT GASESI 
ETC. 
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NONHYDROCARBON IMPURITIES IN COAL GASf~* 
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CONCLUS!ONS 
THE COAL CONVERSION FACILITY UNDER DESIGN CONSIDERATION WILL 
PRODUCE AN AMOUNT OF ENERGY WHICH WOULD SATURATE THE NORTHERN ALABAMA 
REQUIREMENTS. THEREFORE, DIVERSIFICATION OR EXPORTATION OF PRODUCTS 
IS NECESSARY. SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS (SNG) OR GASOLINE WOULD BE PRIME 
PRODUCTS SINCE THE INFRASTRUCTURE EXISTS FOR DISTRIBUTION. METHANOL 
COULD BE DEVELOPED INTO A FUEL OR FEEDSTOCK. ESCALATION OF CONVEN-
TIONAL FUELS (p ,RTICULARLY NATURAL GAS) SHOULD PROVIDE COMPETITIVE 
ECONOMICS FOR SYNFUELS DURING THE 1980's, 
AN ALTERNATE TO RETROFITTING SEVERAL LARGE INDUSTRIES FOR MBf, 
WOULD BE AN INDUSTRIAL PARK DEMONSTRATING FUEL CELLS AND CO-GENERATION. 
A FEW LARGE COMPANIES OR FUEL DISTRIBUTORS WILL USE THE MAJORITY 
(IF NOT ALL) THE SYNFUELS PRODUCTS FROM THE COAL CONVERSION FACILITY. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
• COAL CONVERSION PLANT PRODUCES AMOUNT OF ENERGY WHICH WOULD 
SATURATE NORTHERN ALABAMA REQUIREMENTS; THEREFORE, 
EXPORTATION Is REQUIRED 
• PRIME SYNFUELS FOR CURRENT r~RKET COULD BE SNG AND GASOLINE 
BECAUSE OF EXISTING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM; METHANOL COULD BE 
DEVELOPED INTO PRIME FUEL 
• ESCALATION OF COMPETING CONVENTIONAL FUELS PRICES SHOULD 
PROVIDE SYNFUEL COMPETITIVE ECONOMICS IN FUTURE 
• ATTRA(' T I VE AL TERr' ATE TO RETROF I TT I NG Ex I ST I NG I NDUSTR I ES FOR 
MBG (SMALL r1ARKET) WOULD BE NEW INDUSTRIES IN 
Co-GE~r~ATION iNDUSTRIAL PARK AND/OR PRODUCING SNG 
AND :' - "'ltA"IOL 
• A FEW L.;' _t.O ~;'-,STRIES OR FUEL DISTRIBUTORS WILL UTILIZE 
MAJOr <Ir ~:OT All) OF SYNFUELS UNDER LONG-TERM 
CONTRt',,' ~s 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
NASA/MSFC SHOULD CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AND EXPAND THE CAPABILITIES 
TO PERFORM SYSTEM ENGINEERING STUDIES TO OPTIMIZE DESIGNS OF COAL 
CONVERSION FACILITIES FOR PRODUCTION OF ALTERNATE FUELS. ENERGY 
SYSTEMS SHOULD ALSO BE ANALYZED FOR USE OF CO-GENERATION TECHNIQUES 
AND DEMONSTRATION OF FUEL CELLS. COMPETING FUEL PRICES SHOULD BE 
BETTER UNDERSTOOD SINCE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SYNFUELS WILL BE DRIVEN 
BY COST AND PRICE. THE SYNFUELS ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL (SEEM) 
SHOULD BE EXPANDED FOR EXTENSIVE COST AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS. METHANOL 
IS CURRENTLY NOT BEING EXTENSIVELY USED IN NORTHERN ALABAM~; IT SHOULD 
BE INVESTIGATED FOR USE AS A FEEDSTOCK OR FUEL. 
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RECOM~1ENDAT IONS 
• CONTINUE COAL CONVERSION SYSTEM ENGINEERING STUDIES FOR 
PRODUCTION OF SNG) GASOLINE) METHANOL) ELECTRICITY) 
AND MBG 
• ANALYZE CO-GENERATION AND FUEL CELL INDUSTRIAL PARKS 
• COMPETIN~ FUEL PRICE ESCALATION WILL MAKE OR BREAK ECUNOMICS 
OF COAL CONVERSION FACILITYj THEREFORE) BETTER UNDER-
STANDING OF PRICE ESCALATIONS Is NECESSARY 
• SYNFUELS ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL (SEEM) SHOULD BE ENHANCED 
AND UTILIZED TO SUPPORT ENGINEERING AND PRODJCT MARKET 
ASSESSMENT OF COAL CONVERSION FACILITY 
• INVESTIGATE UTILIZATION OF METHANOL AS FUEL AND FEEDSTOCK 
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